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INTRODUCTION . 
. LOCATION AND AREA . 
Tama county was named after the Musquakee Indian-Tai-o-
mah."" It embraces a: beautiful area situated in the east-central 
portion of Iowa. It lies in the middle row of counties extending 
east and west and in the second tier to the east of the center: of 
the state. The coUnties of Grundy and Black Hawk border it on 
the north and Benton lies on the east. Poweshiek county touches 
it on the south and Marshall and Grundy form its western bound-
ary. 
Tamal county embraces an area inc]uded by the United States 
land survey in the townships 82 to 86 north and ranges 13 to 16 
west of the fifth principal meridian. It is a rectangle in form, 
thirty miles in length north and south and twenty-four miles in 
width. It comprises twenty congressional townships which give 
it an area CYf 72.0 square miles. One of these congressional ~wn­
ships, that in which the the towns of Tama and Toledo are situ-
uated, has been .divided into two civil townships. Sections 1 to 
24 inclusive form the civil township of Toledo, while the reIlfam-
ing sections, 25 to 36, constitute the township of Tama. 
A part of this fortunate area lies within the limits of the Iowan 
drift plain, and furnishes to the agriculturalist a soil unsurpassed 
in its depth and productiveness by any portion o:li our fertile 
state. The southern part of the county is· richer in the wealth of 
forest growth and woodland beauty. The steeper hill slopes and 
broad valleys where less suitable for constant tillage afford for 
• MeGee: Eleventh Annual Report U. S" GeoL Surv., p. 818. 
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grazing purposes conditons but seldom equaled. To. the earlier 
settlers of Iowa this region must have appeared as a happy land 
i~ which to found a home. The well wooded southern portion 
. w~uld appeal to the pioneer who had migrated from the timber' 
districts of: the east, and would assure to him and his posterity 
, the possibility o£ an abundance of fuel with which to meet the 
rigors of western winters, while close at lumd stretched the tree-
less prairie of the Iowan. drift plain waiting only for the plow and 
. the seed to reward the husbandman with bountiful harvests.. Al-
though there are but few exPosures of: indurated rocks over this 
region, yet to the geologist the county presents features of more 
than usual interest for the reason that the soils of. the area have 
been derived from two different ioo invasions', separated Jrom 
each other by an eXooedingly long interval of time; while the well 
borings and excavations reveal the presence of a third drift sheet 
underlying andi very much older than either of the other two. 
EARLIER GEOLOGICAL WORK. 
,In his description of the range of the Carboniferous limestone 
in Iowa, published in 1852, D. D. Owen mentions the exposures 
along the Iowa river on the western border of Tama county. He 
also describes the symmetrical mound-like form o:lJ some of the 
outliers of the limestone in this region, and figures one which 
doubtless represents what is known locally as the Devil's Anvil, 
. near the 'TIama and Marshall countY line. Professor Owen in-
cluded the southwest carner of the c<mnty Within the limits ofl the 
coal fields of the state. * 
In his report on the Geology o:ll Iowa in 1858, Professor James 
Hall notices the meagreness of the rook exposures over: the sur-
face of Tama county, and refers to one or two outcrops which he 
found near Butlerville, or Indian-town. In this connection he 
pays a tribute to the excellent quality of the soil OlVer the par-
tiGular region under consideration. t 
'Professor C" A. White, State Geologist of Iowa from 1866-1869, 
devotes two or three pages in his report to a description of the 
. rocks and the quarries which are found near Le Grand. The 
greater part of this description Inight with almost equal proPriety 
• Owen : Geol. Surv. of Wisconsin, Iowa and Minnesota, pp. 98, 99, 101 and 102. 
tHaIl: Geol. of Iowa, Vol. 1, pt. 1, pp. 266-268. 
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be applied to the exposures in Tama county about one mile far-
ther down the Iowlt river. '" 
Tama county is included within th.e area of northwestern Iowa, 
the Pleistocene history of which has btlen so beautifully written by 
W J McGee. t He refers to the exposures of the Kinderhook 
limestone along the Iowa river between Ma,rshaU andi Tarna, and 
mentions the wide character of the flood plain of the river as it 
meanders through -the county. He spea.ks of the deep covering 
of loess over the hills west of Tama City and gives a few sections 
or wells within the area. 
In 1898 ,Mr. H. R. Mosnat published a report on the artesian 
wells of the Belle Plaine area, in which area the southeastern por-
tion: of T'ama county is included. Mr. Mosliat gives a general de-
scription of the deposits associated with the water bearin~ bed 
and mentions a number of wells put down within the borders of 
the district under discussion.:j: 
Two years ago the present writer p!llblished a short paper on 
an exposure of pre-Kansan drift in T'ama county.§ 
PHYSIOGRAPHY. 
TOPOGRAPHY. 
General Description.-'l'arna county embraces a region of ex-
tensive level or undulating prairies unbroken by 'branch or 
gully; a region also of well matured drainage where deep dissect-. 
in~ ravines are bordered by high loess co,veredhills and a,brupt 
slopes; a region where the smooth unsculptured plain of the 
Iowan drift gives place to the trenched and fU!T0wed SlUrfaoo of 
the Kansan. The line of surface contact along1 which these two 
drift sheets meet is indicated by a border of irregular hills; the 
drift of which they are largely composed is of Kansan age while 
the caps of sand or loe;ss were pTObably deposited during the time 
the Iowan ice prevailed and stood at its maxiIDiUm southward ex-
tension . 
• Whlte : Geol. of Iowa, Vol. II, pp. 312-314. 
+McGee : Pleistocen e History .of Northeastern Iowa, Eleventh Ann. Rep. U. S. Geol. Surv · 
pp, 409, 423, 432, 470 and 528, 1889-1890. 
t Mosnat: Iowa Geol. Surv., Vol. IV, pp. 523-562. 
§ Savage: Proc. Iowa Acad. of Sciences. Vol. VIII, pp. 275-~78. 
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In some plaQes where a lobe of the Iowan ice advanced farther 
south than the main sheet' the mantle of drift which was' left .is so 
thin that the charaCteristic features of the Iowan plain were not 
impressed upon the area. Here we have a mixed or hybrid topo-
graphy where the subdued! hills of Kansan drift, . in many cases 
covered with beds of sand or loess twenty to twenty-five feet in 
thickness, look down upon valleys choked and filled with glacial 
debris in which are found drift and granite. bowlders of the 
I.owan age. 
Besides the above mentioned topographic features the very 
wide flood plains through which the most of the larger streams of 
the county flow, present their characteristic level type oj) sur-
face. 
The Iowan Drift PlwiIYI,s.-A sinuous line of hills which marks 
the southern margin o:li the Iowan drift sheet enters on the west 
side of Tama county about one and one-hal:li miles north of the 
Iowa river, near the sout.hwest corner of section 30, Carlton town-
ship. From this point it trends southeast for about one mile, to 
the eastern part of section 31, then passes north for two and one-
half miles. Near the southeast corner of section 18 these low 
Fig. 19. Margin of the loess Kansan area in Carlton towllship. shOwing the ridges which mark 
the border of the Iowan drift plain. . 
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,ridges which .constitute .the Iowan moraine trend_eastw.ard, reach-· 
ing Deer. creek about one .. ,fourth..of a .mile south of' the corporation 
. limits or .the town of Garwin. From .this point they trend. towards 
the ,DQrthe!lBt, across Howard township, enteri.ng C.~olltownship 
near the southwest corner: or section .6 . . Thenoo they contin~e .. !>o 
n~a:rly .eastwa.rd that where. they leave seotion..lO, .. four.miles fur-
.. ther ,eas~, they p.3J.ve scarcely passed one-mile. to the s()uth. The 
border of hills now bends to the southeast and continues parallel 
with the channel of Salt creek passing acroslS section 11 anq, the 
southwest corner, 0:1) s~ction 12, .then drops southward for over a 
.' ~ile, leaving the township about one-fourth of a mile sooth of the 
northeas~ corner ofi section 24,. For a distance of one. and .three-
fourths miles it continues' southeast. It then bends west for one 
mile along the north side of section 31; then turn?ng to the south-
east it crosses section 31 and the southwest OO'rner of section 32, 
entering York township about the middle of the north side of 
section 5. Continuing southeast one-halli mile and then east for 
three quarters, it bends southward for a distance of two miles 
and one-half. It then trends southeast for about .one mile; bend-
ing south one mile further it passes nearly due east for three-
quarters of a mile and then bends to the sOIUtheast, continuing 
parallel with the valley of Salt creek across section 26, the north-
east corner of) 35 and the southwest corner of 36, entering Salt 
Creek township about one-half mile west of the town of Irving. 
It continues in a general southeast direction passing out of Tama: 
county near the southeast corner of section 1 of Salt Creek town-
ship. . ' 
All 0:£ that portion which lies to the north of the line traced 
, above, embracing about one-half of the area of the county, is a 
part or the extensive plain on Iowan drift which stretches away to 
the northward beyond the limits of the state. This surface is 
generally level, or but sUghtly undulating. The drainage is but 
imperfectly developed' over most of the area. . The broad, shallow 
channels along which the excess of water is discharged head in 
seepy sloughs or swales, a:nd the most of the smaller streams have 
. scarcely cut a definite bed in which their waters are confined. ! 
The northern portion of the cQIIIDty is crossed by rw olfl creek. 
This is a stream of considerable size which has cut its cha.nnel to--
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· 8 ' depth. of thirty o~ forty. foot into the Kansan .drift. It flows in 
. an ancient valley which was excavated before the invasion ·of the 
. ;Iowan glaciers. The amoun:t of drift materials that · was carried 
by the Iowan ice was not sufficient to compl~ly bury the , .old 
channel, and. so, when the ice ·retreated, . the waters once more be-
came established in this pre-Iowan bed. Owing to the very thin 
mantle of Iowan drift which was left over this region the waters 
of Wolf creek and its tributaries have been able to remove the 
greater part .of the Iowan covering from the immediately adja-
cent la'nds. . Such erosion has occurred whenever a slope of a few 
. degrees has.been .developed, exposing along; the roadsides and in 
the banks of the ravines the older sheet odJ Kansan till. ' 
There is thU'S1 a: belt,two to four miles in width, bordering Wolf . 
creek, which lies within the area of the Iowan drift but which 
presents the bold forms of water "'sculpture so characteristic of 
the Kansan plain. The physica~ features which this strip pre-
. sents are but a forecast of the fate which will eventually overtake 
all of the level prairie oountry as the drainage becomes more and 
more perfeeted, unless there intervenes some' counteracting force 
to check the slow but ceaseless work 9'f the stream erosion. 
,From the main sheet of Iowan drift above described a tongue 
shaped lobe having an average width of about six miles, extends 
southward for a distance of eight or nine miles, reaching one mile . 
below the city of Toledo and within two miles of the Iowa river. 
This extension may be called the Toledo lobe of the Iowan drift. 
It is bordered on the west, from the point where it leaves the main 
Iowan drift sheet about the middle of the southi half of section 14 
of Carlton township down to near the middle of section 21 of To-
ledo township, by the hills which form the west bank of. the valley 
of Deer creek. From the latter point the irregular ridges which 
ma:rk the margin of the lobe trend to the southeast for one-halii 
mile and then eastward, continuing in an undulating line near 
t.he north: side of sections 27, 26 and 25 of the township OL Tama . . 
They enter Otter Greek township not far from t.he southwest cor-
ner of section 19. From this point they trend in a northeasterly 
.direction across the southern portion of section 19 and bending 
further to the north they cross the no:rthwest corner of section 20. 
Otter creek passes throUgh a gap in these hills near the southwest. 
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corner of section 17. From here the ridges extend in a general 
nortberly direction, bending alternately eastward and westward, 
near.· the west side of sections 17, 8 and 5. They enter Carroll 
township near the southeast corner o£ section 31. Continuing 
northward with a slight inclination toward the west fOT a dis-
tance of five miles, they merge into the morainic hills o:li the 
proper Iowan drift plain near the southwest corner of section 6. 
This Toledo lobe covers the greater portion of Howard town-
ship, a small corner of Carlton, a little more than the east half 
of the township of Toledo and a narrow strip from the west side 
of the toWnships of Otter Greek and Carroll. It is about four and 
one-half miles in width at th.e soothern extremity and nearly eight 
miles across at the north where it leaves the main sheet. It em-
braces an areal of over 31,000 acres. 
Over the southern portion of this lobe the surface is that of a. 
billowy prairie. The elevations seldom exceed twenty feet above 
the broad channels of the streams. A thin covering of Iowan 
drift occurs over the lower lands and in places is found even on 
the tops of the subdued hills. The drift is' of the typical Iowan 
character. It is yellowish brown in color. The iron which it COI).-
tains is not fully oxidIzed and the calcareous matter is not leached 
from the surface. It carries but few pebbles or small bowlders;:" 
as compared with the Kansan and of these there is but :I' small 
percentage of the dark colored trap or greenstones. 
Over this region the Iowan drift is usually concealed beneath a 
covering of loess which varies from a foot or two to several feet in 
ihickness. Such a'loess covered bed of Iowan drift is well exposed 
along the roadside between sections 18 and 19 of. Otter Creek 
township, aiIl:a again about the middle of the line which separates 
sections 23 and 26 of Howard township. The presence of loess 
overlying: Iowan drift is not unique over the state but this is not 
its usual mode of occurrence. In central and southern TOWill the 
deeper beds of loess are found covering Kansan drift at no great 
distance from the Iowan border. It seems probable that then as 
now loess materials were deposited on the leeward side of ob-
structions to dust-laden currents of air, or where in the path of 
such winds the soil was covered with vegetation which would 
serve W catch and retain the dust particle!? that fell upon it. How-
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ever, the distribution of loess over this portion of the state would 
indicate that during the time when the IowSLn ice prevailed, the 
conditions were exceptionally favorable for its deposition and 
that probably the source of. much of the material might have been 
the super-glacial silt from the Iowan ice sheet itself. 
Very often the deposits of Iowan drift are fonnd in the valleys 
while till of Kansan age composes the hills', emerging art the sur-
face along the upper part of the slopes. Examples of hills with 
Kansan drift exposed at the top and . having Iowan materials 
flanking the base may be seen in the northern. part of section 35 
. of Howard township, and al()iIlg the middle line of section 21 of 
the same township. 
The Iowan ice which pushed down over this area carried quite 
a large number of light-colored, granite bowlders. . These bowl-
ders are usually from: fOUf to eight feet in diameter but individ-
uals ten to twelve feet in length are not rare, while one spooimep 
was seen with a long diameter _ or about thirty feet. Bowlder 
strewn fields, some of the rocks of large size, may be seen about 
eighty rods south of the Toledo and Cedar Rapids road, one in 
the eastern part of1 section 23, and another in the westeru part of 
sectiop 24 of T'oledo township. Occasional bowlders dot the sur-
face along the courses of streams over all or this region. The-y 
are seldom found on the higher points· but seem to have been left 
during; the process of the melting of the ice that earried them, 
either on the lower flanks of the slopes or al()iIlg the bedR of the 
streams. 
The topographic features of an area across the middle portion 
of this lobe are bolder. The tops of the hills staJld in many places 
forty to fifty feet above the valleys. The contours are quilia sharp 
and the slopes are steep. The irregular character of these sand: 
or 1000-s capped hills resembles very closely the ridges which are 
found around the margin of the Iowan drift plain. Even here, 
however, the stream channels choked andi clogged with aqueo-
glacial debris, the occurrence of, Iowan drift near the base of the 
hills, and the presence of large, light-colored, granite bowlders 
along the valleys, bear indubitable testimony to the fOrIIrel' pres-
ence of the Iowan ice sheet. · The axes of these hills' are compos~ 
of. Kansan drift, but their tops are usuaHy covered with sand or 
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Fig: 20. View showing the topography of the Toledo lobe in the edge of the hille which cross t·he 
central po.rti6n of this extension of Iowan drift; showing also a large bowlder of Iowan age 
stranded near the top of one of the hills. The Iowan bowlders are usually found only at or 
near the foot of the hille. About one and one-balf mile northwest of the county poor farm. 
Toledo township. 
with loess, often to a depth of from fifteen to thirty feet. A short 
distance sooth of the Monticello church in section 33 of Ho<ward 
township, the road has been cut through a bank of· loess, expos-
ing; a depth of about fifteen feet, while in the valley a short dis-
tanoo away there may be seen a bed of Io<wan drift. The loess 
at this place is very fossiliferous, containing numerous individ-
uals of s·pecies of Polygyra, Succinea, Pupa and other common 
genera. Examples of sand covered hills over this area are num-
erous, but typical places have been a·lrea.dy cited. 
The pe<luliar topography of the Toledo lobe, the presence of 
loess overlying the Iowan drift, together with the very scant 
amount of material that the Iowan ice sheet left over its surface 
would seem to indicate aJ',l uDIUsual eprisode in the history of the 
Iowan ice action. The phenomena which it presents lend them-
selves to the following interpretation. During the early f'tages of 
. the extension of! the Iowan glaciw a narroW' lobe o:fl ice was pushed 
southward beyond the main body over the deeply eroded Kansan 
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surface, covering the area outlined as the. Toledo lobe.. For some 
reason the pressure from behind soon became insufficient to keep 
up the movement over this lobe and. the ice which covered the 
region became dead, and gradually melted where it came to rest. 
As the glacier moved slowly over the old Kansan surface, the 
stones which were held fast along the bottom of the ice would 
form instruments o1l attrition of the most effective kind. The 
materials on the tops of the hills, even though frozen solid, could 
not but yield rapidly to this grinding action o:ll the ice. The de-
bris worn off from the higher points woold be pushed over into 
the valleys to the leeward of the advancing1 ice shoot. . In this 
manner the surface inequalities would gradually be reduced both 
by the constant wearing down of the greater elevations, and by 
the no less eonstant filling of the . valleys with the materialSi re-
moved from the tops of the hills. Owing to the short period dur-
ing which the flow of ice continued over this surface, the tops of 
the Kansan hills were not subjected to the powerful abrading 00- . 
tion of grea,t masses of moving ice for so long a period as were 
those where the flow continued for the whole time during which 
the Iowan ice prevailed. As a eon sequence the pre-Iowan sur-
face here was not planed down · to the same extent as it was over 
the area eovered by the main sheet .of the Iowan drift . 
. ,The generally smooth character of the Iowan drift surface is 
probably due more to the leveling action of thick masses of ice 
moving over the region than to the amount of materials trans-
ported from great distances which the ice left as it retreated. The 
Iowan ice did not generally earry euch a large amount of drift 
and debris as the Kansan, as is witnessed by the comparatively 
thin sheet of materials which is usually found covering the Kan-
san drift over the main Iowan plain. However, it is probable 
that the small quantity of ice which melted over this lobe would 
be one good and sufficient reason for the unusually thin mantle 
o£ Iowan materials that is found over its surface. 
The cause or causes which resulted in the early cessation of the 
flow of ice over this lobe did not produce their full ('ffect at 
once. The movement probably ceased quite s-uddenly over the 
southern half of the area, but its withdrawal from the northern 
portion wa·s accomplished much mote slowly and at a much less 
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uniform rate. A halting in the retreat of the ice near the central 
portion of the lobe, its line of low:er limit receding but very slow-
ly through a long period of time, would result in tbeaccumula-
tion around its margin of deposits of sand and loess' by the over-
wash oil materials liberated from the melting ice and by the ac-
tion of winds sweeping over the surface of the ice sheet and lay-
ing down their load to the leeward of its margin. 
,As a consequence of such deposition the Kansan hills imme-
diately aroUnd the border, whieh had been leveled down to some 
' extent by the ice mQving over them, were built up toO a height 
twenty to thirty feet above the more elevated points in the south-
ern portion of the l.obe. During this time, als.o, much of the 
fine-grained loess' materials gathered up by the winds would be 
carried out some distan~ beyond the margin of the ice. aud thus 
the southern portion .of the lobe would receive a mantle of loess 
ab.ove the Iowan drift which had been previously deposited over 
the area. When the ice melted there was left the belt of sand or 
loess crowned hills, one-half mile to a mile in width, which forms 
so conspicuous a feature across the north-central portion of the 
lobe. . 
Some time bef.ore the entire withdrawal 0:11 the Iowan glacier 
from the county, the flow .of ire ceased over the northern portion 
of the lobe, ' the margin retreated to about the same distance 
southward as that of the main body of the Iowan ice. Along this 
border a new series of ridges was formed, but the width .of this 
belt is less than that .of the one which crosses the central portion 
of the l.obe. The individual ridges are also lower and less con-
spicuous'. Pleasant Hill church, situated about the middle .of the 
south side .of. section 2 of H.oward township; is located .on one of 
the ridges .of this moraine. 
After the retreat of the ice from the '.r.oled.o l.obe and pr.obably 
before the entire withdrawal of the Iowan sheet fr.om this por-
tion of the 'state, a deposit of loess was laid down in places over 
the northern portion .of the area under consideration. 
With this deposit and the retreat of the ice, the stage of the 
Iowan ice invasion was closed. From that ~e, S.o l.ong ago ' 
when measured in years yet s.orecent from a ge.ological point of 
view, the f.orces .of weathering and erosi.on have modified but 
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slightly the topographio fol1llS of, its surface, adding only the last 
touches to the: features. which the region presents today. 
A third body of Iowan drift occurs in Tama ' county 'on the 
south side of the river. This area is an extension eastward of 
the Iowan drift plain from Marshall county. Its northern ma,r-
gin follows quite closely the Iowa river bluff for a distance of 
over two miles, reaching within one-half mile of the tOWTIS of 
Butlerville and: Montour. From here it stretches away to the 
southeast across sections 33 and 34 of Indian Village township' 
and passing across sections 2 and 12 of the township oil Highland 
it extends eastward about one and one-balf; miles into tho town-
ship of Columbia. The sout.hern margin of this extension fol- • 
lows westwa,rd near the north side o.f Richland creek to about 
section 23 of Highland township where this body of Iowan ice 
merges into a southern area, which is' bounded: on the north by 
the valley of Richland creek and which extends eastward to the 
southeast oorner of Columbia township. This area: of Iowan 
drift ' stretches away southwa,rd into the co<unty of Porweshiek. It 
is probable that the body of Iowan drift south of the river was 
a, continuous area and that the seeming division which appears. 
along Richland creek is due to the removal of. all traces of the 
Iowan depos~ts by the erosion of that orook and: its affiuents in 
this particular region. 
The topography of< this Iowan drift plain is somewhat similar 
to that 'of the southern portion of the Toledo lobe. The hills are 
subdued but not effaced. The stream channels are obstructed 
but not filled to such an extent as to prevent effective drainage. 
There are no great surface inequalities over the area" the toilS 
of'the hills usually standing not more than twenty' or twenty-
five feet above the valleys. There are fewer bowlders left over 
this region than .occur over the Iowan areas north of the river. 
However, a feW' individuals of large size may be seen about the 
middle of the line which separates sections 26 and 27 of High-
land tow:ri.ship and others again near the southwest corner of sec-
tion 29 and the southeast corner of section 30 of Columbia. It 
would soom as if the Iowan ice sheet which: spread over this 
portion of ' the county must have been exceedingly thin; that its 
flow continued: but a: wry short time, and that it oanied but a 
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scanty amount of detritus of, any kind. The hill slopes in num,-
bers of places expose the oxidize.d Kan~ drift overlain with 
a mantle of loess; almost the whole of ihis area being loess cov~ 
ered. The word mantle is an appropriate tenn as applied to the 
loess.. Wherever it ocours in the county it fDrms 3i cloak or blan-
ket, usually thin, which conforms in almost every case to the pre-
existing inequalities of the surface over which it lies. Good expos-
ures of typical Iowan drift are here exceedingly rare. However, 
the hills are not so high, the contours are not so sharp and the 
stream channels are not so open nor so deep as they are over the 
typical areas of Kansan drift. The occasional large bowlders of 
gray granite which sentinel the drainage courses are added wit-
• nesses to. a transient visit of the Iowan ice. 
The K{)JYI.sam Drift Areas.--On the north side of the Iowa river 
and to the west Df Salt creek a body of Kansan drift ex~nds 
northward to' the margin of the Iowan drift plain. The area is 
nearly cut in two. by the southward extension of the Toledo IDbe 
above described. The topography Df this region IS exceedingly 
Fig. 21. Vi~w showing the topography of the loess Kansan a"ea nea'r the sonthern portion of Ta";a: 
cQunty, 
. irregular arid its forms have been molded by the action of 'lDng 
contiilUed erosion. . The ' surface is ' dissected . in all direction's 
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with -an intricate system of drain.age cchaImels. The numerous 
- 'streams~ each wi~ its seri(ls of pinna~ly branching tributarie's, 
hav~ car:ved the! entire regi<m into . alternating ridges. and, raVines:, 
;The: ttpllp,lds are narrow. The hills ' a.re , high. ' ,Their. : tops' , are 
cro~e~: with a deepdepiQisitoJJ loess which heighteru:! the ip.-
equalities of the surface. The slopes are steep as is· usually the 
~ase when,. deeply loess covered districts are subjected to-strong~ 
~rosion. . T:/le smaller 'stream channels are sharply angula.r and 
the forces .oj) erosion are energetic at the present time. From 
the · west portion of this area,. a narrow strip of Kansan drift, 
varying from forty to eighty rQd;s ' in width, extends northward 
ilong the 'west bluff of the valley of Deer creek for a ' distance of 
n oout five miles.' This peculiar belt is typical Kansan in character 
,and for some unknown reason was avoided by the Iowan ice whicb 
came down on either side. 
. The hills which form the north bluff of the Iowa river valley-
a're in many places covered with sand. These deposits are prob-
ably in the nature of dunes, the materia,ls having been gHthered 
up by the winds as they swept down the ' broad valley. of the 
river. Examples of such hills occur along the river bluff a few 
miles east o£ Chelsea and again a short distance east of the town 
of Gladstone. In the western part of the county, the sand hills' 
are replaced by loess capped bluffs . . Such deposits appear about 
one and one-half miles east of Tama,. At this place in a loess-
bank about twenty feet . in depth Mr: Bentley obtains clay for 
the manufacture of brick and tile. Several miles farther up the· 
river, along the south side o:fl section 13 of Indian Village town-
ship, beds o:fl very fossilif~rous loess crown the bluffs whic~ over-
look the broad ,valley opp~site the town of Montour. 
On the south side of the river the Kansan: drift is, also overlain 
,by a .blanket of loess. Deposits o£ -loess and till of. Ka.nsan age 
constitute the superficial materials over all the the southern por-
tion of the county eas't of the Iowan area above des'cril;ledt. , ·The 
~opography of this region resembles in, a genera..l way .that of the 
Kansan drift aI,'ea lying-to the north o£ the ri:v:er. Rounded, irreg-
ul~r knolls and open., sharpj. ravines, alternate. i~ almo~t,en~l~ss­
succession. The land features are mature and long1 'continue<r 
14 G R ep 
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erosiDn has intersected the region with. such a network of stream 
chMiriels ' that. the level 'up:land areas 'are few; Scattered and of 
, small · extent.,: The beds ' of loess are -nDt · quite so deep aSDn the 
north side of the river, but-here also frequent- deposits 'ofl looss 
'and SM.d cap the bluffs: which torn the 'south wall of the valley 
'Df tB.e Iowa nver. 
":iSt~eam Flood Plains.-The valley of the Iowa river which 
passes diagpnruly across the f\oothern :porti.~ of the county has 
an average widlth of more than two miles. Over this broad :plain 
the river meanders from sideto'side in a series of broad, swing-
ing curves. Cut-offs have ,b~n made in the past and ox-bow 
lakes o~ur at a numPe~ of places o,\"er the plain. A good exani~ 
pIe OL such a curved lake may be seeI)i a short distance above ' the 
town Df Montour, and several others ocCur in Salt Creek town-
ship below the town of Chelsea. The river .~~amtp is llot per-
fectly drained and shallDw marshes are non infrequent 'oirer the 
areal at some distance from the river. The bed of the :river is 
but' twelve or fifteen feet below the level of the river swamp so 
that the whole plain is subject to inundation during periods of 
great flood, such as occurred in the summer of 1902. 
The river is bordered throughout almost its entire distance in 
the county by steep bluffs fortY to seventy' feet in height. These 
hills are usually composed of Kansan till capped with ~ bed of 
IDess or sand. Ledges of indurated rock outcrop in the banks 
only for a shOrt distance in the western part of its course after 
it enters from Marshall county. 
Each of the larger creeks flows in a broad alluvium covered 
valley one-half mile to a mile in width, which seems entirely 
out of pTopo~on to the size of the stream which it accommo-
dates. These v::U.leys, like that of the Iowa river, were prob-
ably excavated in preglacial times. They are guarded by hills 
of drift Whose tops usually overlook the plain from a llcight of 
forty or fifty feet. 
The following elevations taken from G~ett 's Dictionary of 
Altitudes in the United: States will give the height above sea level 




Berlin ••. • ... · ........ . .... . .. . .. ..... . . . .... ... .... .... 1,056 
Gladbrook, Chicago & Great Western railroad .. ...... 949 
Gladbrook, Chicago & North-Western railroad.. . ... . . 945 ' 
Garwin . ... . .. .. . . . . ........ . ... . . . .... ... .. . . . . . .. . .. . 792 
Toledo, Chicago & North-Western railroad ...... . : ... 847 
Toledo , Weather Bureau . .. .. .. .. .. . . . . . .. .. ..... ••••• 856 
Tama, Chicago & North-Western railroad.. . . . ... .. . 820 
Tama, Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Pall I railroad . . .... 827 
Potter .... ... .... . . . . . . . : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 863 
Le Grand ..... . ..... . ....... ... .... . ....... . ........ : 933 
Montour. . . . . . . . . . . . . .• . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 845 
Gladstone . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... . .... ..... . ..... . . . . . . 835 
Vining... . . .. . . .. . . . . .. .. . ... . ..... . ..... .. ... .... . 86~ 
Chelsea. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. 789 
Elberon . .. . .. .... . ......... .. . .. ..... . ..... .. . . . .... 844 
Dysart. . .. ... . . . .. . . . ............. . . . . .... . . . .... . . 968 
Traer . . .. ... . . . . . ..... . ..... ... .. ... . ~ . . . . . .. .. ... . .. 916 
Dinsdale ... .... .. . .. . .. . ' . . .... ..... . ... .... . ...... . ·928 
2Qa 
It will .be noticed in the above table that the most of the places 
mentioned from' the south and west sides of the county are situ-
ated on low bottoms, as the flood plain of the Iowa river and of 
Deer creek; while most of those given from the north and eastern 
portion of the area are located on tl;1e uplands of the Iowan drift 
plain. 
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From a consideration of the table of elevations it will be seen 
th3Jt the highest portion of the county is in the northwest corlier 
and the lowest part is in the southeast. The difference in the 
altitude between these points is 267 feet. The surface over the 
northern portion of the county slopes g,ently tow3Jrds the east 
while in the centra! and southern portions it is inclined towards 
the south as well as east. As would 00 expected. the streams of. 
the area follow the direc.tion of the slope, conforming in a gen-
eral way to the normal direction of flow of the rivers of eastern 
Iowa. 
The surface of the county is fairly well drained, even over the 
more level portions of the Iowan drift plain. The streams be-
long to two principal drainage systems, the Cedar river and 
the Iowa. Too divide passes ~ast 'and west floross the ('entral 
portion of Spring Creek township, dipping a little south of the 
middle oFC'i'Y'i:;taJ. and thence across nearly the central portio.n 
o.f the townships- of ,p~rry and'Olark.' IJIhe'1;oWn,o£ DY!ff:frt stands 
o.n the s9li;tJi ~,~~ :<?f 'tp.s :w~~~4eq: ~: Cedar :'ri:v:e~',~~~~s all of 
the excesB~ o:Lwater, :which , falls , np,on ,the , surface north of the 
divide, diiiiningalmost' oil~third! of the"area of the County. The 
IowaJ riv:e~ is ,t~~, ~te~' s~re;ilil Of 'aJI '§!Yh'e ~ntr~l ,and ~~outhern 
Po.rtion of .the .regio.n under, consideratio.n., . 
The IoWa River.!..!.!.The Iowa 'river enterB' ·Tama.co.ulity from 
Marshall- near 'tb.1:l IJ.O~~~,t, ~m~~ , or ~C#OD: 6 qf Ip.di~ Village 
to.wnship: '; It .holds, a .general ,s~utheasterly course winding diag-
o.nally acrpss Indian'VUlage to.wnsh~p 'and' thetowns:!iii) :bf Tama, 
the northeast 'corner 9:f .o.()~~~1:>il;L" th~ :~~,rth' lj,~lf 9£, :R.i$land and 
the central and! southern portion o.f Salt Greek. It leaves the 
county ahQut the middle'of the east side of section 36 'qf the lat-
ter townsliip. Following all of 'itsnumerou's 'curves ~iid zigzag 
windings, the waters of the Io.wa river flo.W for a · disf.:-inoo of 
about fifty-five miles within T'ama county. From the no.rth it 
receives tribute from Sugar, Deer, Otter and Salt .creeks, while 
'Raven, BeIinett and Richland creeks flo.W into it from the So.uth. 
. , .... .. 
For the first six miles after entering the county the curve~ o.f 
the river have deflected the current against the o.Pposing banks, 
cutting them: away at intervals so far as to expose ledges of Kin-
derhook limestone in the bluffs which bo.rder the valley. During 
all of the rest) J its course the river meanders in a broad valley 
whjch in preglaciaI'limes was excavated in the Lower Carbonif-
ero.,US limestone. Wells which have been bored over this bro.ad 
flood plain indicate that the preglacial channel was '.cut do.wn 
175~2iO feet , belo.W the bed of the present river. This ancient 
channl;ll was filled with drift bro.ught down by th~ pre-Kansan 
and }\:a.nsiln ice. The present river has cut a valley into.' the ~an­
s,an dijft, two miles in width, to a depth of fo.rty to seventy feet 
belo.w the general level of the uplands. The wi'dth o.f the pr!il-
gl;wial valley has ,no.t been dewrmiped as in no place along this 
IJart 'of its cbursehave -the bOordering ledges o.f rocl~ been ex-
posed. ".. ' . 
•• • ~ • 1 • 
-. -,W Qlr(jre~k.-:--:-Qf the ,stre~s o.,f, the .c<!unty, ,W o.lf creek is sec-
~iid ~ ,fj,~_p~~)o:.the ~i?w:i ii'l~ ..... It.is_ the ~ajor. stm:am o.f 'all 
or'the iiorUiern: ponton' Of'the (',olinty:' It. rises in the gullies and 
s4l'ltrp .. ~r.~~«4.es w:4ich . .paye been. .grayen in:to the ,surf;lCf .. ot fthe 
e'astern;:i>Qi;-#on .~(M'~rShail cou:q£Y'.:. I(pass~ a~ros~' :the n6dh; 
ern,iYlJ-rl Qf'~the ' tOwnships 'of Sp:ring .CrE;~k, Grystal "and ~PeriY~ 
rhenc~ '~en.di~i to. th~ !lOrt9,ea~t~ itc:?~.~~~: th~': so~th.~st,. ?~~e~: 
s~. ~QGlti!!-g~~!~nd. , conti.J?-~es. .east':Vacr:4. ,~~a~ ~~e ~II:~a1 :~tP~9:; 
9f Gen~seo ~ow~hlp. It . leaves . the countv, about llie middle ~of 
th~ :~~t ' ~de. ~?r the' latte"r ' to~~ip, ~ it ' s~qrl' dis!-3.~.ce . l~~9~e~ {! 
makes the · more abrupt turn northward-to. meet .the ·Cedar riyer. 
7'hat part ',0£. its basin' which i'~ included in '. Tam~ , . couIlty" em· 
bl'aoos ~n · 3.i:ea of about 225 ~uare miles. ' .This sti-ea~ ' follOWs 
~l(,}ng very ciQse. to the · south side of itS' basin. It re~ives: bl}.t 
~ few short, insignificantaffiuQnts ,from' the 'south, while,' the 
~h'eams which- pay tribute to it from the north a,re much larger; 
m()re numer~us and ni~eh more ~widely branchipg. : While lJj.ni· 
wholly in the Iowan drift plain, Wolf creek is, an excellent ex· 
ample of the eastward flowing streamS' whiCh have' de,;elop€d 
one sided basins; the major stream having; cut i'ts .cJ;i.annel close 
to the south side of the area which it drains. McGee noLicea tha.t 
many' of 'the-eastward il:owing streams'of-the~-'loess drift'-1 'portion 
of the state presented! this peouliarity, and, as applied to such 
streams in Poweshiek and Iowa counties, he suggested the fol-
lowing explanation. '" He considers the drainage systems ofthe 
"loess drift" area to be determined by a number of planes the 
north rim of each being sharply up tilted and from this ridge 
the plane inclines southward in a 'long gentle slope; the , east 
flowing waterway in each case being; located along the foot of, 
the gently inclined, southward slopes of the plane; the steeper 
northward facing slope of the stream basin being the shorter 
and more sharply sloping front of the next southward extending, 
gentle incline. ' ' ;,: , 
, Professor Galvin thinks, however, that these unsy.mmetiicai 
basins mighll have been developed from one original ~ently slopf 
hi:g-'surfa~""'ilrairted-by-eastward-flowing- streamsj-w!tie.h ''batin~ 
mighL.in .,ilieir, early hietory; have been ,symml3tr.ical, "" Hers:h9'WS 
t.hat ' the . Sio-pes-which ' face the :north would suffer much less. than 
•• t I. \\,.., ~ ( 
those p~ ~he. opp?~ite ..l':id~ ~f tl1e cJ;1anne;l frq~ . .the, al F~;r,n~tions 
of ITeezln ' , 'a.nd .. thatviri' ~ and 'the couse" uent efiects"o'f ~rlsioil" iiJ 
.. ::-'.' ;";- : : ' lS;, ",tt' _'. : f?: u ~ ~g:... . ~:. ..;. : ~. ~:._ 51 .-: ~' . . ~r . '::'3~.: .J' i.':: ~:~!~t : 
• McGee : Pleistocene History or N orlihea1tern Iowa, Eleventh Ann. Rep. U..-S ... -Geol.--Surv; 
p.412-41;J. ', . . '~. ~f . _ •• t' '! . • • • ,\"c···. : : : '(: I ' ~ O 
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ea.rly winter and. spJ.:ing. These northwa.rd facing slopes would 
also be less affected by summer droughts which tend to oheck 
the growth of vegetation and to render the surface more pulver-
ulent and so more easily attacked by dashing rain stor111S. 'TIhus 
as the channels oj) the streams became deepened the north side of 
the valley would recede more rapidly than the south. The south 
facing slopes would slowly become more gradual than those 
which faced the north aDd the streams on this side would cut back 
into the highlands more readily and at a! more rapid rate, rob-
bin~ the seoondary streams developed on the S'outh side of the 
adjacent northern drainage area. In this manuer as the drain-
age basin became more mature it gradually became unsymmet-
rical an:d was converted into a. sloping plane with the master 
stream along the. southern margin at the foot of a shorter and 
steeper slope which faced the north. «< 
Whatever the explanatio'n m:ay be, it is certain that here in 
Tama county the present streams are following more or less per-
Fig. 22. View looking west across the valley of Deer creek, showing the blu1fs which form t.he 
western border of the valley and which mark the Wet,tern margin of the Toledo lobe of Iowan 
drift, Toledo township. . 
fectly the old channels of a drainage system which was im-
pressed upon the area before the invasion of the Kansan ice sheet) 
'Calvin: IowaGeoI. Burv. , Vol. VII, p . 57 . 
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~d, in most cases"valleys which were formed before the begin-
IIing O'f< the Glacial epoch. . 
Deer Creek.-Deer creek rises among the low, founded swells 
of the Iowan drift plain in the southern portion of the Spring 
Creek ' township. It. follo,ws a g~neral ,sO'utheasterly direction 
across Carlton township, the southwest corner of Howard and 
, through ,ToledO' reaching the river in the south part of section 
34 or the township O'f Tawa. It flows ill a broad valley one-pal! 
to thr~-fourths of a mile in width, the early history of which 
<lates, backward intO' preglacial times., On the east this valley is: 
bordered by the gentle slopes of the Iowan drift plain ~hile ~ll 
the west the bluffs on Kansan drift rise bold and steep to 3i 
height. of forty to fifty feet albove the bed !>f the stream. ''£p,rO'ugh 
nUmerous gaps "in these bluffs the waters O'f ;;mall streams find 
Fig. 23. View from the pluff on the w est sid e of the valley of Deer cr eek, looking east ""ross :the · 
valley and over a portion of the Toledo lobe. Showing the t opography of the west ern port:on, 
of that area in Toledo t ownship . 
their way dOlWI1 to' the creek from the uplands. ]j'rom the east 
-the side of gentle slopes-a number of affiuents eig-ht 'O'r' te~\ 
miles in length pay tribute to' this stream, among them , Pin, 
Crystal, Pleasant, .Jordan and Minnow creeks, while from the 
west, a very much O'lder surface, there are numerous shO'rt 
c 
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streams, but not one .of sufficient. size 'fu .merit a name: -: .The· basin; 
of Deer creek is o'ne-sided but its lack :~f !lyrnnl.etry is , prob~ply, 
due in part .to ·the fact that the: west facing slope~w.asJeveled .by 
the. Ie,wan ,glacier, while the east facing blu,ffs xeceixe.d .the .. de-' 
~ositS which ' were. laid ' down ,around the ~arbrin of the . Iowan 
lce. . ' 
. Salt Creek.-Salt oreek is the lwgest tributary to the Iowa 
river from the: north within the county. Its branches rise. inlthe' 
Iowan drift plain, near the divide, in Crystal, Perry and Cla.rk 
townships. Its basin drains an area of about 180 square miles 
in the east ' central portion of the comity. As in the case of the 
Deer· oreek valley, Salt creek is bordered on the west by abrupt 
bluffs or Kansan drift, which, at the same time, mark the west-
ern :margin of the Iowan drift a["ea in that portion of the county. 
To the east the Iowan plain stretches away in gentle undulations 
across the borders of Renton county. Like Deer creek also ·this 
stream follows close to the west side of its unsymmetrical basin. 
'l'his one-sided character is probably due to the same causes 
which produced a like effect on the basin of Deer creek. Like 
Deer .creek again, this stream flows , in a chanD~l caryoo) n , the 
Kansan, drift ·whioh fills a .pregla.cia1 v~ley~t>:Ii mu~ gr~ater 'sizel 
it reaooes the liver near fhe .east side'<~{section · 36~o(S8J.t Gree~ 
township. ~ . . . . . ", '. ..' . :: I 
. • ',r' "<\ \ ". I I 
Otter Creek.-Otter ('.reeki's a' small stream wl;!icli rises in How1 
3rd township within the area of the ToledoJobeo of Iowan driftJ 
]J passes downward across the-northeast corner of Toledo town- . 
ship, through Otter Creek township and across the northeast cor ~ 
per of Richland, joining the river not far from the center of sec~ 
Bon'. 21,. of Salt Crook ~o~~hip. !ts basi~ :embraces an area o~ 
about elghty sqnare"nnlesi_mc!udmg_.the:,gr.eater pal't.1of -Otten 
Creek township and a smaH corner of the townships of Howard, 
T.oledo~ Richland and Salt ·Creek. . , .,': .. 
Sugar Creek.-Sugar creek rises in the northeast cohi~l" 'of 
Marshall county. It is not more than ac~dozen or ·fif.teen miles 'ih 
length. It flows with: the u~llal number·of zigzag curVes in :a gen~ 
eral · southeast direction, ' reaching the ri'vk'l"neai the west side of. 
section' 9 of Indian Village township. :. THe' chief chara~ter. iIli' 
which this stream differs ·from. -allotliel's~fi ·t;het· icotiilt'y . is' '''ii\ll: 
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:y.ollthf\l'Jruiss: ',Jts valley is.l qriite,'Jwider hwt no,1i t()" be::, com'{;l~iri 
width with that of Berinett ,OI\ Raven ar.eet:s,:.; small str.eam.S,:whlch ' 
p •• '-, .. 
·~tl'H!9 )¥,g~.r; than s,uS'a~.~~~ek: _, ~h~~\:t~,: i~_ i§. ,~tig ~lt~t~~~ a,t 
. !¥.lJ l?~!r!>' , ~~!f, ft~ ~.d:l'. :L,~g~s of . ~~.~~o~e. f1!~ ,~~:pos~d~ ~ ,~e 
~l~ff~ ~oi' sOl:!1,e ~ m~l~~ along ~e..1?.'Yer ,.!cou~a~ ~f_Sugar ~c~k,_ ~ 
.Rhenom~!lon to be seen along no other creek in the county. 
t .l '. • ~ i .' • , ., # • • • • 0.' • • " .~. , ' 
Richland .Cr.eek.-Ririhland. creek is, the, largest triouta:ry,- to the 
, ~o,wa liver fr,om the south within 'the ., ~unty! , ,S'!Il1e- of its 
P!{,lm;ilies rise nellr the western :si<;le o.~ .. R.ichlaJ,ld to:wnship ~l!-<i 
-9thers hav,e their source in the northw~st corner,of the county of 
Poweshiek. ' ,The creek 'flows nearly , due east ror a distance of 
tw~!lty miles'-not considering,the curves and oonds in; the ~han-
:.nel~finding the, river near the west .side , of sectio~ 13 . of Rich-
~~nJd township. Its valley is one--half to three-fourths, ofa mile 
in width ~d is covered with a deep, dail'k colored mantleo:ll allu-
'Yium. The channel' is bor.dered by hills' of dl~f( forty :or , fifty 
,feet in height. Its basin is very narrow as compared with its 
.length. The near presence of the Iowa rivel" 'on the north has 
probabty prevented the development of: such. a long slope on that 
..side of the basin as is usually found in the basins of eastward 
,~owing streams "in this portion ofi the state. , ' 
" Be~tt (]IIU], Raven Creeks.--Besides Riohlaoo creek~ the only 
.streams of any considerable size which render tribute to the 
Iowa river from the south are Bennett and Raven creeks. These 
.streams drain the northern portion of Highle.nd township, the 
,southeast corner of Indian Village and the sCluthwest comer of 
the township of Tama., They are not more than eight to ten 
miles in length, yet they ocoupy wide valleys either one of which 
"would be sufficiently large to accommodate the waters of the Iowa 
,river. 
In connection with aU of the larger streams of the c9unty the 
-t'ne thing which, again and again, strikes the observer with sur-
prise is the great age of tb~ valleys i,n whic4 they flow. ,'This 
' ~:xtteIne ' age is indicated by their grea,t Width and al~o" l?y:th~ 
.hb'sen~' of any 'rock ledg~s : ~:Posed :in" thelr l10rQenng p;mk,s. It 
'Is 'a significant fact that ~ach of these" oreeks" l'ises"\vit'hin' th~ 
:Iowan drift plain, and it is very;probllble that ,during tliemelt-
. ~ . ',.; 
,~~ ____ L/~ ____________________ __ 
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ing 0'f the Iowan ice these channelscarriedl a, much larger vol-
ume o:ll water than they do at present. 
History of the Draina:ge.~The channels of the present lii"ilin-
age system were probably outlined, f0'r the most part, before the 
advent of the Pleistocene period. iW ells which ha,ve 'been put 
down over the flood plain of the Iowa river penetrate to a, depth 
of 170 to 230 feet before they reach the indurated rocks. 
,Along the lower course of Deer creek such borings indicate 
the presence of a channel 157 feet deeper than the bed of the 
present stream while in the southern portion of Spring Creek 
township there a.re exposed along one side of. its valley border-
ing bluffs of oolitic limestone to a height of ten or twelve :fleet. 
Near the southeast corner of Otter Greek township a well put 
down on the flood pla,in of Otter creek was bored to a depth of 
200 feet before reaching indurated rocks. Wells put down along 
the valley of Salt creek penetrate to similar depths before en-
countering the layers of limestone. 
Mr. Mosnan'*' has shown that the depth and distribution of the 
flowing wells of the Belle Plain area and the succession of de-
posits which they penetrate would indicate the presence of a deep 
valley excavated in the Lower Carboniferous limestone having 
11 width of four to six miles and a maximum depth of 340 feet 
at Vining and 228 feet atl,Chelsea. Well borings show the pres-
ence of . this old channel from a few miles' north of Vining down 
to the southeast corner of the county. It passes beneath Belle 
Plaine and on southeast into Iowa county a8 far as the town 0'f 
Ladora. t rr.his area embraces the more eastward extension of 
Kansan dlrift north of the Iowa river; and thus the pert-ion of 
the county where now the hills stand highest, in preglacial times . 
was the lowest and was occ:upied by the valley of a large river. 
The bottom of this valley contains drift of pre-Kansan age which 
is overlain by a depos.it of Aftonian gravels, which b~d, in turn, 
is deeply covered with Kansan drift.. These Aftonian gravels 
constitute the walter bearing layer in this portion of the county. 
At Vining wells are sunk to a depth of 250 feet below the tops 
of the hills before reaching the bed of gravels, while in the 
• Mosnat: I,?wa Geo!. Surv. , Vol. IX, pp. 528-562. 
t Ibid, p. 524. 
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northern part of Otter Creek township a well has been sunk to 
a depth or 370 feet before the indurated rooks were encountered'; 
It seems probable that in preglacial times this old valley earried 
the ma,jor stream of the region j and that to this river the strea.ms 
which then occupied the. channels of the Iowa river, Richland, 
Deer and Otter creeks rendered tribute. 
STRATIGRAPHY. 
General Relations of Strata. 
The indurated rocks which are exposed in Tama county belong 
to but one system of the Paleozoic group. They outcrop only 
along the middle portion of the western side of the area. To the 
north,east and south they are buried beneath a covering 017 drift 
which in some places is more than 360 foot in: depth. It is prob. 
able that the rocks which immediately underlie the drift in the 
northeastern portion of the county are of Devonian age. There 
are no exposures, however, by which this presumption may be 
verified, but the first rooks which are encountered to the north 
and east belong to that system. 
The superficial materials contain a record of the desolating 
action of three differont invasions of ice. Each glacial period 
was followed by a milder interval of long dttraJ~ du;ring which 
the surface was clothed with vegetation and peopled with life 
very much as it is toda,y. 
The following table shows the geological forma,tions which are 
known to be present in Tama county. 
l) r i.~:f~L .c:; }\~ ~ ' ) j .1. 1 i>fd Tt~trf. £f~.~~!~~I~~S,.r:; ~ :,) ': .1 u1i~ !!' _(~ _:~ . '~ rr 
. ::.J '.)1 tJ ; (j ...... ·-1 .t~) ':/~ ,'; ~ . :.!'...'/) I. U';j .. : ' - ~ J:'.':" G:i...~· C. J_';. , 2 ~ ~- ~. ~'-.:. ... -' L " .... £t 5 ;, 
t/ .. ' ~~R.~·f·· ,f. ! .~~: .. r ~'sys~~~; ~·,.~l.'l r :: . i ·' :~ ,>~ '~~~I~~ . ~ f. :: .. !.l·~.~t \~-:}~ . lsr~~~·:.,~ ~ ~ 
:~~;~:~:[~ : ;: : :,: '~-' : :-; ,'- <:·:_":;;:~' :~1~?~~( : ::: : ::; ~:~~~'_:,~:, ;,~' :: :'~ii?~~~'>~)i~=';,' 
. ,_, : :' ~' M'''':'''': ' - : ;... ' ' .... ' : .. 
Cenozoic, Pleistocene, 
, ' 
': .. t:. . .I.., d .. _ ...... J .... : __ ~. : ' .;.. .... . . _ " 
• 1 '.J 1....1.. ':' .' ~. ~f . .... __ 
' ... I~J l.r; I . 2-, •. ' ... :; s. ~ ~ .: '.~ . , " J. , .• 
, " 
: Cii:boniferdus" 
'GlaCial. ··" . 
" ,,, . -. _ .. , , . 
'0 ..... .. ••• _ . ~ _ 'J _ 
Pennsylvanian , or 
ypper c'litbonifi!tq(ls :, ' 
, Idw'alf . ... -. '. '9;. .' ~ 
Kansan, 
Aftonian , 
_.; ,ri .... _ ...... . . , '!l.'-" , .. J 
-PaleozoiC:, " ' 
,,,;" l " 
" ' 
• ~~ ' .... f : ... ~ . _ ( ,Mississippian, ot :: .. ,:. r', ( .' . ~ . ~ ...... . . 
l. 
:. E: H~ ! Lower -Carbol,liferous" 
, ' D~v6n'iant?).- ~. ,'Mid'dle :Devonian '(?), 
De~onik,'n ,S~~tem;. ~, 
CEDAR, VALLEY ST1;\GE; 
l,{il'lderhook , ' , 
' ...... " , " ..... ' 
·C'e-da:r Valley (n, 
1. •• ,,:-
All of ,the in:d:urat~d r~cks whiC'h are kn9wn to be exposed at 
th€lsurfaoo 'in T'ama county belong to the CarboniferouoSsystem, 
but all of the exposures which were found over the ' ar~a: occur in 
the western tier of townships. The suCcessive: strata of eastern 
Iowa outcrop at the surface in a general I,lorthwest-'sqntheast di-
rection, and lines which ina -general Tay mark out the known 
area of the outcrops of the rocks of the Devonian system in the 
state would include the northeast corner of Tama county. The 
rock exposures which. were found' nearest to ' this portion of the 
county occur a few: miles to the eastwaJrd along the tributaries of 
the Cedar river. At th.ese points the uppermost members of in-
durated rooks belong to the Cedar Valley stage of the middle 
Devonian series. From the above consideration there seems lit-
tlE< doubt but that ilie rooks of the same age immediately under-
lie the superficial materials as far westward as the borders of 
Tama cOunty. 
. :. 
': f)Of:the 'i-oc'ks-~ :the Garboniferous sys~m 't11ereai-e fd~:d :WftfrJ 
in ·tb'e 'area · ~posits · of both 'the ·PeiinsYlvamlln ' aD.d~ the ,:MisS-is!.! 
sippiiin') ;senes,. ' ,Of ilie: la tter series' ther~ . is>represen:ted 'only -tiili 
ibwest, or.' earliest stage...Jthe·IDnderhook. :Of · the Pennsvlvanian 
series there are found only sandstones which' :ooiong· to-the ,~. 
M·oines ': 's~, .· . . . . , .. " 
.. ·I <;J: .: 
'Lower :Carbonifer.ous or Mississippian Series. , 
KINDERHOOK STAGE , 
; .0 
.. : 
" The naine ' Kinderhook was applj.ed to this 'l!8seyp.blage of 
strata' 'by Meek and Wor·then* from the. fact that the rooks ~f this, 
age are well developed aud typically exposed near ~he towl;li of 
Kinderhook in ' southern Illinois. In discussing the Kinderhook 
beds as they are .exposed . in . Tama county Professor' Whitney 
speaks of their close res!'!~~hm~e 'to ,~he . Burlington member of 
the Carboniferous limestone as that member is developed at the 
city of Burlington.t Professor Hall referred the beds now in-
cluded in the Kind~rp.ook stage to the Ch~mung group of the 
Dovonian.t Dr. C. A. White designated the rocks of this stage 
as the Kinderhook beds,§ a-nd gives a section showing the char-
acter of the layers as t~~y are exposed at Burlington through a 
vertical height of .109. feet. 
The rocks of the Kinderhook stage in . Iowa extend' from 
Cerro Gordo cOllnty in the north'\Vest to the bluffs of the Miss,is- . 
sippi river in the county of Des Moines. As· tbese rocks are ex-
posed in Tama county they present three different facies. The 
lowest phase is a yellow; fine-grained sandstone: which bea,I"il but 
few fossils and which is seen in but a fe.w of the. outcrops in the 
area., Overlying this ' sandstene· is a · stratum of . light colored, 
oolitic limestone which occurs in thick massive layers. This 
phase is very fossiliferous' throughout and is ' quite uniformly 
developed and con~tantly present · wherever in the county the 
rocks of this horizon are e~posed. . The upPer pha:,se is a brown 
ma.gnesia.n' limestone.which In some layers chimges to a yellowish 
brpwn, fine-graineds~ndston.e. The layers 6f this upper phase 
·Meekand Worthen: , Am .. J?:lr. SeL , Vol. XXXU, p. 22a. 
tHall: Geology of .low a, Vol. I, pt.. I, p. 288. 
tHall : Geology of iowa, Vol. I, pt. I, P 00. 
~lVhite : . Geology of Iowa, Vol : ! , p . '19i. ., • 
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~try quite, a number of fossils, usually in the form of casts or 
~oulds. Near the upper part the magnesian oharacter gives 
way to thinly bedded limestone whioh in the uppermost layers 
exposed, oorries a large quantity of the comminuted fragments of 
the stems of crinoids. 
IThe general oharacter of the rooks of the Kinderhook stage as 
those rocks are developed in this region, together with their order 
of, superposition may be seen from a: study of a few typical seo-
tions. 
Typical Exposures.-Near the east side of section 17 of: Indian 
Village township, in an old quarry just on the south side of the 
town of Butlerville, there is exposed the following sllcce8SioD of 
rook layers. 
F E ET. IN. 
14. Yellowish brown loes~ .. .. . . .. .. .. ...... .. ... .. 2 
13 . Brown clay containing numerous crystalline 
pebbles .. ... ' .. . _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 
12 . Bed of grayish brown, impure limestone which 
breaks up into nar'row layers and irregular 
pieces when exposed to the action of the 
weather . Fossils rare . . . . ... . . .. ..... . , . . .. 3 
11. Band composed largely of nodules of chert. . . . 3 
10 . Impure limestone, brown in color, with few 
fossils, species of Chonetes, Rhynchonella 
and Spirifer were found .. . ..... .. . . .. .. . , .. , 
9 . Baud of chert nodules .. ... . , . . . . ... . ... .. . ... . 3 
8. Thick, heavy layer of brown magnesian lime· 
stone containing casts of Chonetes and 
Rhynchonella . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . .. . 2 6 
7. Layer composed mostly of nodules of chert. .. . 4 
6. Layer of brown magnesian limestone with casts 
of Zaphrentis, Chonetes and Rhynchonella .. . 10 
5. Brown limestone with numerous chert nodules 
intermingled, containing casts of a species of 
Productus. . . . ... . . . . . ........•.. . .. . .. . . . . . 10 
4 . Massive layer of brown magnesian limestone in 
which ~here is a considerable quantity of sand 4 8 
3 . Heavy layer of oolit~ which weather~ into small 
irregular blocks and bits, con'taining in abund-
ance Ortkothetes crenistria a species of 
Rhynchonella, Spirifer eztenuatus, Spir.ifer 
biplicatus and Straparoltus latus. . . . . . .. .. . 5 8 
2. Massive beds of oolite ·in two layers similar to 
number 3 above, and carrying similar fossils 
the lower portion somewhat talus covered.... 8 6 
1. Yellowish sandstone with some clay containing ' 
few fossils, not well exposed, to level of road. 8 
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A few rods to the west of this exposure, near the house of Mr.. 
Blodgett, there is an ouoorop of a few feet of thinly bedded, im-
pure . limestone which would 'occur above the uppermost member 
. . . 
Fig. 24. View of the Butlerville quarry III section 17 of Indian Village township. 'I'he heavy 
ledge exposed at the base is oolite. The layers worked constitute the arenaeeo-magnesian bed 
w~ch immediately overlies the oolite. 
of this section, the upper layers of which are crinoidal in char-
acter . 
. The beds above number 3 contain a few fossils but not nearly 
so many as appear in the layers of oolite. The quarryman, Mr. 
Dawson, stated that he had found numerous fish remains and 
crinoids in the seams which part the layers of magnesian lime-
stone. Numbers 4, 6, 8 and 10 of the layers of magnesian lime-
stone are the rocks mostly used for purposes of masonry. The 
oolite yields rapidly to the weathering action of the atmosphere; 
crumbling into small irregular pieces. This oolite was formerly 
burned in large quantities for lime. 
All of the beds at this quarry are cut by numerous wide joints 
into. i~regularblocks. Some of these joints a·re filled with a dark 
co16roo,-hignly -,carboJl!Weou:s:. shale, which '. is,' li1e~ :.:probaoly.\ &! 
U PWr" Carbo!\iferous age; -.'.However, · :the· Caal Measuite;lleP-bsit& 
haVe aU .been · remoyea from the upper surface of 'the looks , in 
this quarry. 
i A:'t the present time -number 1 in the-aoove :-lootioIfl!n iot well 
exposed. The layers which overlie the oolite are more desirable-
stone for general purposes and hence they have been worked. 
~ack further into the.hill than the b~s which lie below them. The-
stripping and talus have beep. dumped ()IVer the edge of number 
3 so as in som~ plac~s to con~eal number 1 ana the lower portion 
?:f' number 2 £tom satisfactory ·observation. 
, In his report on the Geology of Iowa, ProfE)ssor C. A. Whit~ 
gives 1ihe following section of this same quarry as it Was e·xpose4 
in 1860.· 
FEET. 
3 . Soft, irregularly bedded, magnesian limestone pass-
ing up info purer .and more regularly bedded lime-
stone . . ... . .... .... ....... . ... . .. . . ... , .. . •. .. .. . 40 
2. Light gray oolitic limestone in heavy layers . . .. .. .. 15 
l. Yellowish, shaly, fine· grained sandstone, .... . . .. 20 
. In the above section ·it will be readily seen 'that number 1 oor~ 
responds with number 1 of the section of the Butlerville quarrY' 
as it appears today. Number 2 of White's section is the equiv-
alent of numbers 2 and 3 of the present quarry se.otion while 
number 3 of White's section includes' numbers .:1: to 12 as they are-
at present exposed at the . Butlerville quarry. At the time Dr. 
White visited the region the beds below the oolite were better' 
exposed and to a much greater depth; the limestone layers at the' 
top were also to be seen in greater thickness than they are today, 
Abouhme and one-fourth miles west of Butlerville, near the-
southwest corner of section 8, a quarrY is opened 'on land oW'U'ed 
by C. J: Stevens of Montour. At this place' the outcrop presents. 
the following section: 
• White: Gool. of Iowa., Vol. I , II: 196. 
f . " 
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PKET. IN. 
]5. Gra~ cr~noidal limestone which weathers. into 
thlll pIeces . ..... . . . ..... . .. ... ... .. . . ... . . . . 
14. Crinoidallimestone, gray in color, with numer-
ous fossil fragments .. ... .. . .. .. .. . . . : . . . . . . . 8 
13. Fissile limestone. in thin layers, few fossils. . . . .. 4 
12 . Brown magnesian limestone with layer of chert 
nodules two inches in thickness at the top. . . . 9 
11. Btd of rather soft, friable sandstone, much 
. water seamed and containing numerous chert 
nodules, fossils few ... . ..... .... . . . . .. .•... .. 7 
10'. Arenaceo· magnesian limestone, fine-grained and 
quite hard, brown in color.· layers 8 to 12 inches 
in thickness containing casts of a species of 
Chonetes . Productus, Rbynchonella and Spi. 
rifer .......... .. . .. .. . .. ... . ..... ... . . . ... .. . 4 
9 . Bed of incoherent, brown, fine-grained sand .. . 1 2 
8. Band made uP. of chert nojules . ... . .... . .... . 4-
7. Impure arena.ceo·magnesian limestone, few fos-
sils. . .. .... .. . .... . . . .. . .......... .. . ... ... 1 1 
6. Bed composed largely of nodules of chert carry-
ing a layer of sand, 3 inches .in thickness ..... 1 
5. Magnesian limestone containing some fioe-
. grained yellow sand . . .. .. . ... ; . . .... . . ..... 1 8 
4 . Bed similar to number 5 above ..... . ... . ...... . 1 6 
3. Layer of massive oulite weathering ioto small 
bits and bearing numerous fO .' sils among which 
appear Orthothetes crenistra . Spirifer bipli-
catus , Spirifer cf extenuatus and Straparotlus 
latus ... . .... .. .. .. .. . ..... . .. ........ . ... .. . ,' 7 
2. Layer similar to number 3 above in .lithological 
characters and fossil contents. . .. . . ... . .... . 4 6 
1. Layer of light gray oolite similar to numbers 2 
and 3 above .... ................ .. . . .. . . .... . 3 
In the above section .it will be seen that numbers 1, 2 and 3 are 
the equivalents of numbers 2 and 3 of the Butlerville exposure. 
The sandstone at the latter place which underlies the oolite does 
not a,ppear in the above section. The impure limestone bed 
which includes layers 4 to 12 of the above section . corresponds 
with ' layers 4 to 11 inclusive of the secti()n at Butlerville. The 
upper limestone, which· includes layers 13 to 15 above, represents! 
n1,J mber 12 at the Butlerville qua,rry and probably also embraces 
the limestone 'layers whirh appear in the hill neai- Mr. Blodgett's 
house. 
15 G R ep 
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Fig. 25. View in the Stevens' quarry in section 8 ot Indian Village township. The light colored 
massive bed at the base is oolite. The thin layer s at the very top are limestone. The sand 
and impure limestone layers betwe~n contain numerous nodule3 of chert. . 
In the southwest quarter of section 21 bf Indian Village town-
ship there is exposed in a ravine a short distance west of the 
town of Montour the following section: 
FEET. 
3. Reddish brown clay with numerous pebbles . . ... . .. 4 
2. Layer of ' light gray oolite containing numerous 
fossils, among them the following are abun· 
dant Ortkothetes ermistria, Spinier cf. extul' 
uatus, S. biplieatus and Strapar"ltus·latus .... . .. 6 
l. Layer of oolite similar in every respect to num-
ber 2 above ........ . ...... . . . .. .. . .. .... ..... .. .. . 3% 
This is an abandoned quai-ry which was fonnerly worked by 
the Oxford Lime Company. The oolite makes as good a quality 
of lime as can be obtaiIled from pure calcium carbonate. Large 
quantities of i,t were used for lime making before the railroads 
brought the better grade of lime, made from dolomite. within 
easy reach of the builder. 
It is evident that numbers 2 and 1 above correspond with num~ 
her 3 and the upper part of number 2 respectively of the Butler-
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ville quarry, and with numbers 3 and 2 of the Stevens qilarry 
section. At MontQur altpf J:h~ magnesian.l:lna sandstone layerS 
which overlie ·filie oolite ·at the Butlerville and ·Stevens quam.e~ . 
have been rem6ved by etb'sion. , 
In the southern pa.J.,t of gpri~g Creek to-wn~hip there is· exposed ') 
along the east bank of a branch of Door creek a ledge of oolite 
to a height of ten foot. This outCrop is the most northern rock 
exposure known to occur within the county, while none were 
found further south than the one at Montour. The rocks along 
Deer creek are essentially similar in lithological characters and 
fossil contents to tho~~' exposed ~t Montour. 
Near the southeastcorrier of section 7 of Indian Village town-
ship there is a narrow bluff of rocks extending northward into 
Fig. 26. The Devil's Anvil. A tongue shaped lobe of Kinderhook limestone extending into the Iow ' 
river valley in the sonthern part of section 7, Indian Village township. At the extrem e rlgh 
appear t he bluffs seross t he river valley. 
the flood plain 0:11 the Iowa river. This peculiar outJier has :a 
vertical height of about fifty feet above the valley and is kn<,>wn 
locally as the "Devil 's AnVil. "There is exposed in the east 
side of this hill the folloWing succesSion of layers: 
L 
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I'ltZT. 
"g . Reddish brown c1ay- containing numerous small 
pebbles ........ . .......•.. . . _. " . . .......... . •.... 3 
8. Bed of crinoidallimestone which weathers into thin 
layers 1 to 4 inches in thickness. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 7 
7. " Layer of crinoidallimestone bearing a band of chert 
nodules near the middle. .. . . . .. . . .. .... .. . . . .. 2 
6. Bed made up of irregular layers of brown colored 
magnesian limestone 1 to 4 inches in thickness and 
containing numerous nod ules of chert 6 to 12 inches 
In long diameter and .3-to 6 i~hes "in the short di-
rectioii.' ! Casts of fossils not rare; among them 
appear species of Rhynchonella , Zaphrentis, Cho-
netes and Prod uctus ...... . . . .... . ........ . ...... 10 
5. Impure magnesIan limestone, brown in color, con-
taining but few fossils and showing numerous cav-
ities which appear to have been formed by the 
dissolving action of percolating waters . . . . . . . . . .. 4 
4 . Bed of fine-grained, brown colored sandstone in 
layers 9 to 18 inches in thickness, a part of the 
layers containing sOllle magnesian limestone and 
all of them bearing numerous chert nodules . . . .. . 8 
3. Band of chert nodules on the surface of which ap- r 
-pear casts of fossils, among them Orthothetes ~nd 
Productus . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . )1 
2. Bed of impur!l sandstone which appears massive in 
places and at other places weathering into irregu-
lar layers 2' to 4 inc!les in thickness . . . . . .. . . .... . 4 
1. Bed of light gray oolite containing numerous fo~si1 
fragD).ents among which are Ortnotlzetes crmisl1 ia 
. f piriler qipticatus and Straparot/us tatus. .. . .... 6 
In this eXpOsure only. the upper layer of the oolite is to' be seen 
and this is the equivalent of. the upper Portion of " the oolite 
stTatum in all of the sections previously given. The layers 'of 
atenacoo-magnesian limestone, . represented by numbers 2 to '6 
inclusive ;:t.b()ve are quite varia~leJ. th~ sandy cha.racfur giving 
place -to' magnesian limestone, and the corresponding layers vary-
ing in thickness in exposures that ar~ but a short distance apart. 
'l~he aggregate of:these layers, hO.wever, is easily correlated with 
numbers 4 tq 11.-:inclusive. of ~he Butlerville quarry and with 
nUillb~rs 4 to 12 inclusiv,e of the , S~vens quarry section. The 
thickness of tl,1e li]Ile:;;t«IJ,e layers which overlie these aJ'ena~~; 
magnesian beds and whi('"h constitute the uppermost nom'bers of 
the tocks of the Kinderhook stage in the county is also variable 
at outcrops not widely separated, a larger amount having been 
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removed by erosion at some points than at others. However, 
the corresponding beds as a whole can be readily recDgnized at 
all of the exposures' where these uppermost beds are present. 
1\bout three-fDurths Df a mile north of Butlerville in the south 
bank Df the river t~ere is an !lhand~ned quarry whi('h was for-
' merly 'WDrked by Messrs. Stevens and Gray. ,At this place there 
is exposed about six feet of oolite at the base, which is succeeded 
by twenty-three foot of irregular layers of brDwn arenaceo-mag-
nesilpllimestone interlaid with ' bands and nillnerDus cbert 'nod-
ules. The indurated rocks are overlain by- about six: inches of 
oxidized bowlder clay and that in turn is covered ,with, about one 
foot Df loess SDil. Outcrops such as the last might'l;>e multipliell 
along the bluffs of Sugar creek. In the last few, 'miles Df its 
course the ledges Df rock are exposed at almost>.e.¥ery..1)~nd of 
the stream but there are no layers present which dQ,not"appear in 
the Butlerville, Stevens Dr Anvil exposures', nor ~ere: apy, species 
of fossils found tbere w'hich were not seeri at the! points above 
mentiDned. ' ' , 
- &. 
The Butlerville section and the succession Df heds which appear 
at the Stevens quarry and the Anvil may be taken as' representa-
tive Df the development Df the KinderhDok rocks in Tama coun-
ty. As will be seen the bed of white oolite is a conspiCuous 'fear 
, ture in each of these exposures. 
In all cases the oolite Df Tatna county is mixed with!.a shell 
limestone, but the predO'minance of the oi:ilite phase ma.k;es that 
the most conspicuous feature of these layers. Oblite is coInposed 
of small, more or less spherical, grains O'f calcareous matter 00-
mented into a hard mass by the depositiO'n of calcium carbonate. 
When a fragment of this rock is grO'und and polished, each li~tle 
. gra~n is seen tp be composed of a number of thin conoontric 
plates surrounding a common nucleus. Oolite was probably 
fc,rmed along an old sea margin which was submerged only dur-
ing the , periods of high tide; in places where, for some reason, 
the land stood almost at base level sO' lhat the stF'&ms which 
drained the surface carried to the sea little or no mec4anical !ledi-
menns; in a region where the climate was suitable for the fi1pid 
and apundant , growth of brachio~s and other aD;im,al!\ ; whi.G:tt 
secrete skeletons of- liIl).~ ; in localities, ': tQ9;w4ere oo.l!-Qi,t~pp:s 
.~ 
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F,ig. 27. Exposure in an old quarry near the southeast corner of .section 8, Indian Village·town· 
ship, The floor of t he quarry is of o;olite, a little of which is shown at the base of the quarry. 
The middle portion shows bands of chert-interr,alated between th~ irregular layers of impure 
,limes.tone: , T~in laye!s o( crinoidallimestone appear at the top, 
were favorable fOor SOome concentratiOon of calcium carll onate in 
the-sea water. As the waves swept far up 'over such low. beaches 
they would grind into tiny bits the fra.gments of shells which they 
rolled baok and forth along the bottom and so 'cover: the shOore 
with minute grains Oof calcareous sand. Every time the t5de rose 
and again receded a film 'of1 sea water' would 'he-left surr6>llliding 
these 'tiny spheres which upon evapOoration would depOsit a -pel-
licie of lime a;round the" grain. IIi this manner :the little spher- . 
. u'lesslowly grew ' by addition constantly on the outer surfaee. 
~~d finally -the adjacent grams and fragments of shells were all 
firmly eemented together by an interstitial deposit of this same 
substance from the w3,ters' of that ancient sea. 
It is by some such proCess as ibis' tha:t'ooliteis fornling.at the 
'present time ..a,long the shores ' of tropical seas, and ' geologists · be-
lieve thil.t nature lias worked.i'in 'the' past by thl3' same methoos as 
are~sed at pre'se:nt-tt> secure ' liKe results. ' - . , . 
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The "fossils which were found in the layers .of oolite 'rept.esent 
no great variety of forms but the individuals of. the .moSt .ofilie 
spooies were very abundant . . The following were ~olleeted from 
this bed: 
Orthot/utes ermistria Phillips . 
Chonetes logani ? Hall. 
. Produetus d. areuatus ? Hall. 
Produetus sp . . 
Orthis swa//ovi Hall. 
Rhynehotu//a sp. 
Spirifer cL marionensis Shum. 
Spirifer biplicatt~ Hall. 
SDirifer sp. 
SyrinJ;othyris exlenuatus ? Hall. 
: Athyris sp. 
Strap4roltus' latus Hall. 
Dl'xiobia ovata Hall 
The layers of yellowish sandstone which underlie the oolite 
were seen at no point furtlier west than the Butlerville quarry. 
At this place the beds were not very well exposed and no tra:ce· 
of fossils was found. 
The arenaceo-magnesian beds which overlie the oolite were-
probably also deposited at no great distance from the shore along 
a zooe that was subjected to variable conditions. They were 
formed· during a period when the process of erosion was quick-
eneq. arid the streams brought down from the uplands' greater 
quantities of sediment. The following animals peopled the waters 
during the time these rocks were being laid down. 
Fenestella sp . 
ZaPhrentis sp. 
Ortha/hetes erenistria Phillips 




The limestone la-yers at the top of these sections record a. grad-
ual subsidence resulting in the diminution o:fl erosion, aJlowing 
the building up of limestone layers from . the shells or .skeletal 
parts of the successive generations oii sea animals, amon~ Which 
the crinoids were preeminent. The materials of. these" lay'ers 
are so finely comminuted -that but few ·of.the· f~l fragments 
-
f 
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which they oontain coUld be recognized. Among them were the 
following: 
Chonetes sp . 
Rhynchoneita sp. 
Spirifer sp. 
Some time ago a collection O'f fossils frO'm the above beds was 
sent to Profussor Stuart Weller of the University of ChicagO' fO'r 
identification, but up to the present date he has not had time to' 
examine . and report concerning them; hen.ce the meagreness of 
the list of species found above. 
In the disoossiO'n O'f the rocks O'f the Kinderhook stage in Mar-
shall county, Dr. S. W. Beyer makes the following subdivisions." 
:l'E'ET. 
4. Brown and gray subcrystalline limestone ..... . .. . .. 30 
3. Buff magnesian limestone, cherty below .... . . . .. .. 35 
2. Gray-white oolite . ...... . . .. ........ . . .. .. . . ..... . . 15 
1. Argillaceous blue sa~dstone ... ... .. .. . ... , .. .... .. 20 
Above number 4 he places provisionally about fifteen feet of 
argillO'-calcareous beds which are exposed at MarshalltQWIl, but 
which heM- nO' fossils. In the Marshall county section number 
1 is the equivalent of J!.umber 1 O'f the Butlerville sectiO'n. Mr. 
Beyer speaks of observing casts of fO'ssils in this bed but men-
tions none of the forms which they conta.in. Number 2 above 
corresponds with numbers 2 and 3 of the Butlerville quarry. Mr. 
Beyer speaks of1 this bed being fossiliferous throughout, amO'ng 
which forms he found: 
Entolium circulus Shuin. 
Straparollus latus Hall. 
Productus sp. and fish spines and plates. 
In the third number above he fO'und: 
C/w"etes sp. 
Praduetus areuatus Hall . 
Or/ho/he/es ermistria Phillips. 
Rhync/wnetia sp? 
Spi.ifer biPlica/ui Hall. 
Spirifer j;P, 
Spines of fishes . 
' r.l'his number is identical with . numbers 4 to 12 inclusive O'f·the 
quarny section at ' Butlerville. It is probable that nl1ml'ler 4 of 
------
·IowaGeol. SUry ., Vol. vn,'p: 22'z: et seq. 
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Beyer's section is represented in Tama county by the limestone 
layers which overlie the arenaceo-mag:ri.esian beds at the Butler-
ville and Stevens qua.rries and in the Anvil exposure. It is not 
developed to such a thickness in 'Dama county as it is farther 
west. The shales which are fpund at Marshalltown have no coun-
terpart within the area uzi<i~t consideration. , , 
In his report on the Geology of Iowa Dr. IWhite gives the suc-
eession of the Kinderhook beds as they iue exposed at the city 
of Burlington. * The condensed reproduction of his Burlington 
seotion is given below. 
Y.EET. 
7. Impure limestone, sometimes magnesian, passing 
gradually into the Lower Burlington, disintegrating 
more readily than the overlying Burlington lime-
stone . ...... , . . . ... _ .. , ...... . .. , . _ . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3-4 
6. Light gray oolitic limestone, very uniform in litho-
logical characters . ... . ........................... 2-4 
5. Fine-grained yellowish sandstone, often crowded 
with casts of fossil shells, embracing many genera 
and species some of which are peculiar to this bed 
alone. The fossils of this bed are usually small 
Lamellibranchs and Brachiop·ods . ........ . .. , .. .. 7 
4. Dark gray. compact limeston,e, sometimes slightly 
arenaceous, breaking up into small fragments on 
exposure and is very fragmentary even when not 
exposed to the atmosphere. : ....••. .. ............ 12 
3 . Oolitic limesto'le, interesting as showing the ten-
dency of the limestones of · this formation to as-
sume this structure . . . . . . . . . . . ... •. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . )I( 
·2. Layer of compact limestone everywhere crowded 
with shells, principally Chonetes..... . . ......... ~ 
1. Composed largely of fine-grained sandy shales, but 
varying from bluish clayey shales to fine-grained 
yellowish sandstone, greatest thickness exposed .. 82 
No.1 is recognized in well borings at a depth of 65 feet. below 
the above measurement, making the entire recognized thick-
ness of this member 147 feet. 
Mr. White considered number 1 of his Burlington section to 
be ' the equivalent of number 1 of his section of the Butlerville 
exposure; number 6 at Burlington to be the representative of num-
ber 2 at Butlerville, and number 7 at Burlington to be the coun-
terpart of number 3 at Butlerville.+ ae seemed to think that 
• White: Goo\. or l ow .. , pp. 19'2 .. "d 193. 
t Ibid : p. 196. 
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numbers 3 to 5 inclusive of the Burlington section were not rep-
resented at Butlerville at all. Dr. White speaks ofl the upper 
portion of number 1 at Burlington being quite fossilifer:ous' in 
some places and states that the characteri~tic fossils of the Kin-
derhook formation prevail throughout the whole series of beds 
found at Indiantown (Butlerville) but he does not mention any 
of the species' that were found at either exposure. In the spring 
of 1899 Professor Stuart Weller made a study of the rocks of the 
Kinderhook stage as they are exposed at Burlington., Mr. Weller 
makes the following section of these rocks whioh differs from 
White's only , in dividing number 1 and combining numbers 2 
and 3.* 
FEET. 
7. Soft, buff, gritty limestone .... ' •. • . , . .. . . . . . . . . . . 3-5 
6. White oolitic limestone . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .... . .. .. 2- 4 
5. Fine·grained yellow sandstone . " . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 6-7 
4. Fine'2rained, compact, fragmental, gray limestone. 12-18 
3. Thin band of hard impure limestone filled with 
Chonetes; soc:-etimes a~sociated. with a thin oolite 
band .. .. ........... ... . .... .. . ..... . . .. . ....... )(- }( 
2. Soft , friable , argillaceous sandstone sometim,es . 
harder and bluish in color, filled with fossils in 
the upper portion, the most abundant of which is 
C/wt/opectus fischeri . .. . ..... . ....... '. . . . . . . . . . . 25 
1. Soft, blue, argillaceous shale (expo~ed) . ... ' . . , . .. 60 
As will be seen numbers 4 to 7 inclusive of Weller's section a.re 
identical with the corresponding numbers in the section 0:1:1 Dr. 
White. In number 6 of the above section, whiQh White consid-
ers the equivalent of the oolite layers in Tama county, Weller 
mentions the following list of fossils which have been observed t 
ZaPhrentis sp. undet . 
Lepta!lla rhomboidalis Wilck . 
Orthothetes inflatus W . and W . 
C/wnetes logani N ; and P . 
Chonetes illino~sensis Worthen . 
Productus arcuatus Hall. 
Productella concentricus Hall . 
Schizoplloria sube/lip/ica W . and W . 
. ~hip'iJ.}melia sp. undet. 
Dielasma 'izUei Win. 
• Weller : Iowa Gcol. Surv., Vol. IX, p. e6. 
t Ibid: p. 78. 
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Spiriler ",arione.,sis Shu. 
Athyris crfZssicardinalis White. 
Pernopeden circulus Hall. 
Conocardinm pulckellum W. and W. 
Slrapar()U1<s obtusus Hall. 
Pleurotomaria quinqllesulcata Win . 
Lo:ronema sp . undet'. 
Capulus sp. undet. 
Ot:thoceras indianensis Hall. 
'C'Yroceras burling-tonensis Owen. 
'From bed number 7 of Weller's section, which White consid-
ered the representative 0:£1 thearenaceo-magnesianlayers which 
overlie the oolite ;in Tama county, .Mr. Weller names the follow-
ing species: 
Leptopora t"pa Win. . 
Orthothetes inequalis Hall. (?) 
Orthothetes inllatus W . and W. . 
Productus punctatus ·Martin . . 
Camarophoria caput-testudinis White. 
RhyncllOnella persinuata Win. 
Spirilerina solidirostris White. 
Nucleospi1'a ba1'1'tsi Whit~. 
Bellerophon panneus White. ..' 
Pleurotomaria mississippiensis W . a nd' W . ., 
Ig-oce1'as undata Win. ., f 
CapuJus paralintts W. and W. l;! 
Capultts vomerium Win. ) .... , . 
'l 
• J ; " • '.' • ,"~ , 
From a comparison of the f.ossils which':ippear inrlumber '6 Of 
the Burlington section with those 'which 30ccur in the 'Oolite 'becls 
of Tama and Marshall counties, ' whicH meinbers 'Dr. " White 
thought were equivalent, it will ' be ' seen! that • 'there . 'is .' a; very 
marked difference between the fauna Of the respective Il)embers. 
It is pos~ible, ho~ever,' that ';hen Mr_ Weiler eompleM{ the study 
of the ' fossils o:ll the Kinderhook stage in central Iowa that these 
·differences may become less conspicuous, and the ' resemblances 
may -grow more apparent. In' like manner the assemblage of fos-
sils which ·is found in ·the arenaceo-magnesian beds overlying the 
oolite in'Tama and Marshall counti-esis quite different from that 
found in .number 7 of the section at Burlington, with ,which! mem-
ber' ·Dr . . White considered ·the arenaceo:-magnesian beds,to· oorre--
spond. · " . . ' - ~-') - ' . 
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If the rooks of the Kinderhook stage which are found in Tama 
and Marshall counties' were deposited contemporaneously with 
any of those of the correspondin~ stage at Burlington,. it is pOS-
sible that Dr. White was correct in his correlations as given 
above. Lithologically the oolite beds of this horizon in central 
Iowa resemble very closely number 6 of the Burlington section. 
A larger proportion of the fossils which are found in the oolite 
la.yers is similar to those found in number 6 than to those of any 
other member of the Burlington section. Also the bedf> imme-
diately overlying the oolite in Tama and Marshall counties are 
as nearly simila,r in lithological characters and fossil contents to 
number 7 as to any other member of the section at Burlington. 
It will be evident, however, that if this is the true interpretation 
of the relation of the Kiaderhook rooks which occur in the ooun-
ties of Tama and Marsliall to those exposed jn the bluffs along 
the Mississippi river at Burlington, there must have been very 
peculiar conditions attending the deposition of these materials to 
result in the wide differences in the animals which peopled the 
waters along that ancient shore at the two points separated by 
such a short distanoo. What those' OOnditions could have ,been is 
not at present understood. 
The limestone beds of the Kinderhook stage which overlie the 
arenaceo-mag;nesian layers in central Iowa seem to have no prob-
able equivalent further south. The sandstone member which 
underlies the oolite in Tama and Marsha.ll counties is not suffi-
ciently well exposed over this area' tOo permit even an approximate 
determin~tion of its equivalent in the exposure of the rocks of 
. thiS' sta,te at the city of Burlington. 
Upper Carboniferous or Pennsylvanian Series. 
DES MOINES STAGE. 
The deposits of the Lower Carboniferous series were closed by 
a crustal movement that raised this por:tion of the state above 
the ' sea. For an exceedingly long period, measured by three 
geological ages, the area which embraces Tama county was a land 
surface, exposed to all the denuding effects of ~eathering and 
erosion to which such , areas are ' subjected at the present time. 
Deep gorges and wide vaHeys were carved in the level ~trata of 
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the Kinderhook stage and doubtless a great depth of rock ma-
terials which Were onoo laidJ down ahove the highest layers that 
at present are found in the area was swept entirely from 'the sur-
face and carried down to the sea, contributing to the sUm of the 
sediments which make up the rocks of; the Augusta and the Saint 
Louis stages farther to the south and west. 
Finally the oscillations of the crust resulted in the submerg~nc.e 
once more of the ' greater portion of Iowa. The area under dis-
cussion was involved in this catasfu-orphe, a,nd deposits of sedi-
ments once more accumulated over the region, filling all of the 
old ,valleys and burying deeply the gashed and furrowed surface 
bene~th a covering of sand and shale and seams of eoa,l which 
const.itute the deposits of the Des Moines stage of the Pennsyl-
vanian series. 
'Dms portion of the state did! noV remain beneath the waters 
so long as areas lying further to the south and west. , With a,n 
upward movement of the crust the region was again added to 
the domain of the land. This new land was immediately attacked 
by the quiet agents of t4e atmosphere and the more rapid action 
of the rains and streams. During the rest of the Paleozoic era, 
the whole of the Mesozoic and the greater portion of the Cenozooc 
it was being carved and worn and wasted; reduced to base level, 
only to begin a new cycle of erosion with each new elevation of 
the la,nd. , The whole 0] the deposits' of the Des Moines stage was 
eroded from the surface except a few , small p·atches occupying 
old channels in the Kinderhook rocks, which were not again ap-
propria,ted by later streams. Protected in these depressions from 
the, general denudation that removed the great mass of the 
sediments of the Des Moines stage, these isolated remnants wit-
ness to the profound changes which this region has undergone. 
Near the central part of1 section 9 of Indian Village township 
there is exposed in a ravine on the nqrth side of the wag,on road a 
bed of1 sandstone about,six feet in depth whjch was thoug-ht to be 
Of Des Moines age. The sand here is quite incoherent when long 
expo.sed to the weather, except where the grains have been cement-
ed together with an inter!?titial deposit of iron. It-isl yellQwish 
brown in color and co'arser graIned in te:X:turethan any that had 
been found in the deposits of the Kinderhook stage in that region. 
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N'O .. remains either 'Of plants 'Or animals were f'Ound in these lay~rs. 
This bett' waS in 'avalley thirty "fooflower than th(dops ' 'O{ the " 
ledi.e~ 'which. f'O"rni"the 'bluffs of the Iowa river scarcely orie-naIf 
mile away; The pOckets and j'Oints filled with earb'Onace·ous shale 
which' are found at the Butlerville quarry woUld also fndfcate that " 
the eritire surface Of the COllllty ' had been covered With these 
Upper Carb'Oniferous deposits, ilie most 'Of which had subse-
quently been removed by ' erosion bef'Ore the beginning 'Of the 
Pleistocene period. 
Pleistocene System. 
During the excedingly long interval that elapsed between the 
elevation which closed the deposits of the Upper Carbonifer'Ous 
series over this area and the initiation 'Of the Pleist'Ocene period 
not only had the surface suffered great denudation and deep 
erosion but the rock materials had slowly disintegrated in excess 
of what was removed by the streams and thus a soil was formed 
which, as it gradually grew deeper, protected the underlying 
rooks from the most rapid decay. Slowly as the soil accum- ". 
ulated plants appeared, and at length the surface became 
clothed with vegetation and peopled with abundant forms 'Of an-
imal life. It was after the long! continuance 'Of such a condition 
of things as this that the Pleistoeene period was introduced. 
During the early part of this period ice sheets were pushed down 
from the north 'Over this area, bringing with them great quanti- . 
ties of clay a.nd b'Owlders and rook debris. These materials were 
spread out over the surface 'Of the county to such a depth that the 
streams have succeeded in cutting their channels through the cov-
ering 'Of drift in but few places S'O as to reveal th~ indurated r'Ocks 
which underlie it. The Glacial series is repreS(J<nted in Tama 
county by three different sheets of drift, deposits of loess and 
beds of alluvium. 
PRE-KANSAN DRIFT . 
Near the sOuthwest corner of section 19 o()f T'Oledo township 
a cut has been made in a hill in 'Order t'O make wider the road 
bed of! 'the b 'hicag'O and Northwestern railroad. At this place 
the following: section has been exposed.· 
, 
*Baftge : Drift Exposure In Tama couuty, Proc. Iowa Acad. ot Sciences, Vol. VIII. p. 275. 
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• W'EET: 
5 . Fine·grained ,. yellow colored clay without gr·.lvel or" . ' 
bowlders. . . . ..... . . . , . ....... . .... . ... . . . . ... ; 4~ 
.4. Bed of sand in alternating bands of finer and coarser 
grained material . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 8 
3. Bed of bluish colored clay containing nUmerous 
pebbles and bowlders many of w·hich are dec \yed, . 24 
2 . Band of brown colored, somewhat sandy soil con-
taining impressions of vegetable. remains and pieces 
of wool ........ .. . . .. . ..... : .... . ..... . ....... l~ 
l. Bed of blue clay with nu~erous pebbles and bowl-
ders down to the base of the exposure, pre.~ansan . 16 
231. 
~ \ .. " ... 
Fig. 28. Exposure in a cut along the Chicago & Northwestern Railroad near the southwestern 
corner of section 19, Toledo township. The drift at the base is pre-Kansan, that at the top is 
or Kansan age, the horizontal band a Uttle below the middle of th~ section r epre3ents an old 
Aftonian soil horizon. (Photo by Mr. J . M. R. Hanson.) 
In the above section number 5 is the common fine-grained, 
yellow loess that forms the surface soil over the most of the 
neighboring uplands. Number 4 is a .bed of loose sand in which 
the layers of finer-grained material alternating with those of 
coarser texture indicate a deposit along the channel of a stream 
in which the strength of the current was variable. 'l'he. layer 
of sand was probably deposited along the bed of a stream that . 
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carried off' the waters which resulted from the melting of the \ 
Kansan ice. Number 3 is a thick bed or bowlder clay, oontaining 
numerous pebbles and bowlders of various sizeF-, many of which 
show: marks of glaciation. QUit.e a. large proportion of these peb-
bles and smaJl bowlders are dark cOlored greenstones. Many of 
the light colored bowlders have so far decayed that they soon 
crumble to pieces when exposed to the air. This bed of clay rep-
resents the Kansan drift. It is of a yellowish color at the top, 
gradually changing to a bluish color lower down. . It is calca-
reous even at the top which is, unusual for the surface of the Kan-
san drift sheet. It is probable, however, tha,t the bed of sand 
which overiies this. drift has so protected: it from the atmosphere 
as to prevent the leaching of the lime from the clay for some few: 
feet below the surface, as has generally taken place at the upper 
part of this drift. The bed is cut by numerous joints and cracks 
into prismatic' and irregularly shaped blocks and fragments. 
Number 2 is a narrow band of dark brown materials composed 
of more or less perfectly decayed vegetable matter mi.~ed' with a 
soil which contains a considerable amount of sand. This band 
contains no trace of calcareous matter. Fragments of wood, bits 
of roots and dark colored patches of carbonaceous material occur 
near the upper part ;of the bed. It forms a conspicuous layer 
eighteen to twenty-four inches in thickness, which is exposed at 
this horizon for a distance of several rods: Number 1 is. a bed 
of bowlder clay which resembles number .3 above in oolor and 
contents. It does not present such numerous joints as appear in 
number 3. At the top of the member the oxidation o:ll the in;m 
iIi the clay has given to the till a slightly yellowish appearance 
but this change is not nearly so marked as is often S<:.'€n at the 
surface of the Kansan drift. The calcareous matter has been 
almost entirely removed to a depth Oof. oiLe to three feet. A few 
feet below the soil band prompt and vigorous action when treated 
with hydrochloric acid reveals, t4e presence of abundance. of 
lime down to the base of the exposure.. This lower bed of till is 
considered of pre-Kansan age. The p.arrow band containing 
plant remains and soil constituents represents the old surface of 
the Aftonian i~terglacial period, {luring which interval the leach-
ing at the tOoP of the ; lower bect pf till was slowly Mcomplished . . 
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In well borings at different points over the county the same 
bed of: oowlder clay is encountered underlying the Kansan: drift. 
but this is the only plaice within the area where it is known to' be 
exposed at the surface. 
A well put down in the spring of 1902 by Mr. William La Due 
of Toledo, for the T'o'ledo and T'ama Electric Car Company, about 
the middle of the south side of sectioll 20, 'foledo township, 
passed through the following succeEsion of beds as furnished by 
the well driller .: . . 
FEET. 
7. Fine·grained soil .. . .. . . . .. . .. ...... .. . • . .. . .. ... .. $ 
6. Yellow clay without pebbles .. ..... . .... .. ... ...... 25 
5.- Sir·attim of sand ... .... ... ... . ..... ... . ............ . , .. 8 
4. Bed of blue clay containing grave! and bowlders .. . 42 
3. Bed of sand . . ... . . .. .. ... ........ .... .... . ..... . : .12 
2. Bed of blue clay like number 4 .... .. : ............ .40 
1. Very hard lime rock.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... . . . .... 38 
It is probable that numbers 6 and 7 of the above section rep-
resent a deposit of loess, the u.pper pad of which has been 
changoo to a 'darker cqlor by the carbonaceouS! matoor that has 
beell left from the decay of suciCessi~e generations of vegetable 
fol'l1lS which grew upon the surface. Nu.mber 5 is a sand bed 
that was' proibably laid down aloDg the channel of a stream which 
carri~d wa,ter while the Kansan ice was melting, but which was 
aband,oned when the ice withdrew from the area and the stream 
found a lower level for its bed. Number 4 is evidently a bed: of 
Kansan till with its natural color and> contents. Number 3 r~p­
re.sents a sitream deposit ofi sand that was laid down either 
during the time of melting of the pre-Kansan ice or ill' the interval 
of the Aftonian interglacial period. Number 2 is a bed of pre-
Kansan drift which presents the characteristio blue color of this 
lowest sheet of till· as it alppears at other points over the state. 
No fossils were preserved from number 1 of the aoove section 
so it is imposSlible to determine fully the age of the limestone 
encountered immediately below the drift at 'this Point. From 
the proxiInity to the exposul"esc of· the rocks: of Kinderhook age 
it would seem probable that these rocks might belong to the basal 
portion of1 that stage. However, the lower members o(·the J{:ill'-
derhook rooks as they are exposed in Iowa are sandstones or 
16 G Rep 
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shales ra,ther than limestone and it may ~ that the stm~ en-
countered in the well boring belong to the Devonian series. 
A. well drilled on land owned py T. B. Kepler passes through 
a succession of materials similar to the above but the beds of 
drift are not so thick. A well drilled on land owned! by W. B. 
Mitchell in Otter Greek township penetrated the following suc-
cession of beds: 
FEET. 
4. Dark colored soil. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4 
3 . Yellow clay with bOwlders ... . ............. . ...... 95 
2. Blue clay with bowlders ... .. . ... .... . ...... .. ... 260 
1. Bed of sand so full of water that it lifted drilling 
tools weighing 500 pounds up 20 or 30 feet, down 
to hard rock. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 12 
This farm lies within the limits, of the Kansan drift plain. 
In the above record number 4 is a deposit of loess. Numbers 2 
and 3 doubtless represent Kansan drift. This drift is uSlUally 
a bluish gray color in deep beds and it is very remarkable tha,t 
'oxidation should have taken place to such an extent as to give 
the deposit a yellow color to the depth of ninety-five feet. 
Tn number 1 there occurred numerous .pieces of wood two to 
three feet in length and One inch in diameter. 'J.'Ihe· sand al1l.o 
contained numerous fragments of shells. The bed was doubtless 
occupied by the waters of a stream which drained a portion of 
this region during, the Aftonian interglacial period. The source 
of the materials may have been the drift of pre-Kansan age or 
possibly the sand may have resulted from the decay of native 
sandstone rocks. As will be seen the indurated rocks at this 
place are buried beneath a deposit oii superficial materials 370 
'feet in depth. This is' the greatest depth which these materials 
are known to have attained within the county. 
Mr. Moona,t* has shown that in putting down a well, which he 
designated as number 98, at Belle Plaine, only about one and one-
half miles from the southeast corner of Tamru county, the drill 
passed through layers which are essentially as follows: 
FEET. 
4 . Fine-grained loess . . ..•. . .... •. . . ................. 15 
3. Bluish colored bowlder clay of Kansan age .. .. . ... 210 
2. Gravel and sand of Aftonian age. . ... ... ... . ..... 5 
1. Bed of blue till representing the pre-Kansan drift. . 18 
'Moenat: Iowa Geol. Surv., Vol. IX, p . 537. 
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Number 2 is the water-bearing, reservoir which is the source 
of the water in -the flowing) wells! of the Belle Plaine area. There 
.are a number of such wells in the southeast COTJler of Tama county 
and there seems no reasonable doubt that the above section rep-
resents the general arrangement of the superficial materials over 
all OD the area in which strong flowing wells occur. If this inter-
pretation be correct there is evidence of a s-and and gravel be.d of 
Aftonian age underlain by a bed of pre-Kansan till over quite 
an area in the southeastern portion of this county. 
It seems probable that the pre-Kans'an drift was a thin sheet 
which carried an abundance OD gravel and that erosion removed 
a large part of its: materials from the uplands before the incur-
sion of the Kansan ice. At least, we have at some points indubit-
able evidence of an old drift underlying the Kansan and sepa-
rated from it by aJ bedJ of water laid materials, or an old soil hori-
zon, the line o£ contact between the two beds being exposed in 
the railroad cut described above, while the records of a large 
number oil wells show just as clearly the Kansan drift immediate-
ly overlying the indurated rooks overt the greater portion of the 
county. 
KANSAN DRIFT. 
The area over which the Kansan drift forms the surface till 
of the county: has been outlined undler the discussion of topo~ 
graphy. The materiaJs of which this drift is composed are 'very 
old. The jbowlders which it contains are usilally much smaller 
than those carried by the Iowan ice. A larger proportion of, them 
are microcrystalline, dark-colored basic rocks known as green,.. 
stones. M'any of them have been carried along beneath the ice 
during a portion of their. long journey and pTesent one or more 
surfaces that have been beautifully planed and ~triated. A large 
proportion ofi the light-colored granites are so thoroughly de-
cayed that they crumble at once into small bits when the Slllr-
rounding clay is removed. 
As the Kans'all ice ~heet with its crushing weight of materials 
was pushed down over the old Aftonian surface it gathered up 
and carried along with it the most of the pre-Kansan drift that 
still remained on the uplands. It also bore onward the geest and 
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residuum of the partial decay of the native limestone rocks which 
had been accomiplished S1ince the retreat of the first ice sheet, 
grinding! doWn into the solid ledges and leaving. below it a hard . 
surface which was planed and striated by the rocks of the ground 
moraine as the mass of ice' slowly moved along. Such a glaciated 
surface exposed for several square feet and overlain by Kansan 
drift was seen in a qua,rry in the north bank of the river near. 
the Tama and Marshall county line. TheSie calcareous materials 
which were gathered up from the rock surfaces became so thor-
oughly mixed through the Kansan till that the entire deposit was 
permeated with carbonate ofi lime. The surface of this sheet 
has been so long sU!bjected to the leaching action of the rains and 
to the effecvs produced by the growth and deeJay of countless. 
generations of plants, tha,t the lime has been entirely removed· 
to Ii depth of two to five feet. The iron also which the drift- con-
tained has been so long. exposed to the oxidizing action of the 
atmosphere that to a depth of three or four feet the day presents 
a dark reddish-brown colo,r, instead of its typical bluish-gray, on 
account of the ferric oxide which it contains. For ,several feet 
below this red colored zone' the clay is usually a: yellowish-brown, 
grading down into the 'unchanged drift Slometimes at a depth of 
fifteen to twenty feet. Examples of such surfaces' of red colored 
clay which is thoroughly leached of calcareo'llS matter are ex-
posed in the ravines along the roadside between sections 29 an~ 
30 of R;ichland township and again along the south side of sec-
tion 17 of Toledo township, and at numerous other points over 
the county. In fact, tp.is is the usual condition of things wher-
ever .the Kansan drift is exposed for a few feet beloW' the surface. 
So exceedingly old is this sheet of till that its sUrfaCe was prac-
tically carved as deeply and dissected as thoroughly as it is t()l-
day before the advent or the Iowan ice. This is evidenced by 
the fact that the hills immediately adjacent to the border of the 
Iowan drift plain, which received deposits of loess and sand dur-
ing the time the Iowan ice prevailed, present a leached and oxi-
dized zone at the line of conta,ct between the drift of the hill and 
the loess or sand which forms its croW'll. This, oxidized zone is 
continued well down the flanks of. the slopes. The loess and sand 
were laid qown over a surface which had essentially the presen~ 
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erosional features before their deposition, thdse beds only in-
creasing a, little the difference in altitude between the valleys 
and the tops of the hills. Over the more deeply loess-covered 
regions of the county-and a;U of the Kansan area is looss cov-
ered-the ravines along the roadsides in multiplied instances re-
veal the old oxidized surface of the Kansan conforming with the 
present contour of the hills; the top 011 the loess mantle lying 
parallel with and duplicating almost every inequality in the sur-
face of the underlying drift. 
The following well records from various points in the count~ 
reveal the tin of Kansan age immediately overlying the indurat-
edrocks. 
In section 1 of Toledo township a well on land owned by J. W. 
Schoolcraft penetrated the layers indicated below: 
:l'EET. 
3. Dark colored, fine·grained soil (loess). . .. . .. . .. ... 3 
2. Yellow clay (loess) ............................... .. 35 
1 . Blue clay (Kansan) with bowlders down to sand-
s tone .......... ...... ........ . . . . .. ... . ... . : .... 140 
In sectiou7 of Otter Creek ,township a well on the farm of 
Mr .. Elmer Dowd gave the following succession of beds: 
FEE'!'. 
4 . Yellow clay, fine· grained (loess) ... . ..... . . . .. ... . 40 
3 . Blue clay with bowlder3 (Kansan) . . ........... . .. . 175 
2. Shale rock (Kinderho ) k) ...... ... . .. .. . .... . . . . .. . 25 
1 . Hard limestone .... . ........ .... . . . . ' .' . . . . . . . . . .. 78 
In section] 7 of Toledo t ownship a well drilled on the farm 
of J. A. Berger shows the following: 
FEET. 
7 .. Soil, fine ·grained (loess)................... .. ..... 4 
6. Yellow clay with gravel ann small stones (Kansa::J. ' . 40 
5. Blue clay with bowlders (Kansan )· . . .... .... ....... 176 
4. Shale .... . . .. . .. . ........ ... .... ....... .. .. .. .. . . 5 
. 3. Limestone. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 20 
2. Shale ........ , > • • ••• ••• • •••• : • •••• • • • ••• •••• ••••• 160 
1. Hard , blue limestone .. .. ....... .. ........... .... 15 
Iri the town of Chelsea, Salt Creek township, a well .on · 
land owned b'y J. W. Shaler gives the following record: 
I'EET. 
5. Dark colored soil (alluvium) . . . .. ... . . .. .. ... .. . .. 4 
4. River deposit of clay, sand and gravel (Recent) . . 33 
3. Blue clay with bowlders (Kansan) ..•.. : ..... ...... .. . 148 
2. Shale (Kinderhook) ................................ , ·30' 
1. Limestone, hard (DevoIlian) .......... .. .......... 18 
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A well in section 29 of Salt Creek township on the farm of 
J. P. Wilks on penetrated the following beds: 
:P:ZXT. 
5. Dark colored soil (alluvium) . ... .... ... ... . .. .. ... 4. 
4. Clay, sand and gravel (Recent) ..... . .. .. . : . . ... .. 30 
3. Blue clay with bowlders (Kansan) . . ... . . . ..... . ... 174 
2. Shale (Kinderhookl. . .. . ... .. .. .... .... . .. ....... .. 80 
1. Limestone (Devonian) . .. '" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8<1, . 
In section 36, Otter Creek township, a well section on land 
owned by N. Blazek is as follows: 
I'EET. 
5 . Soil (alluvium) . . ...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 5 
4. Water-laid materials (Recen ·) . .. .. .... . ......... . · 30 
3 . Blue clay (Kansan) . . .. . . . ... .. . . ... .. . ....... . . . 165 
2. Shale (Kinderhook) .. .. _ .. , ..... ..... . .. .. ... .... 100 
1. Hard limestone (Devonian) . . _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 
Mr. McGee gives the following record of a well drilled in 
section 13 of Clark township for tne Chicago & Northwestern 
Railway: 
PE &T. 
4. Yellow clay containiog pebbles (Iowan) .. . . .•... . . 12 
3 . Sand (Inter-Kansan· Iowan) ... .. . ... .. . . . .. . .. .... 19 
2. Blue clay with .bowlders Kaosan) . .. ... . _ .. . . . .... 150 
1. Sand (Aftonian) .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. IS 
The first three 0:1) the above records were furnished by the well 
driller, Mr. W. H. La Due of Toledo. The three following were 
taken from Mr_ R. Mosnat's report on the artesian wells of the 
Belle Plaine area'" and the last one was taken from W J M~Gee's 
Pleistocene History of Northeastern Iowa. t 
Gmvels.-There are no gravels of Bucl1anan age known to 
occur in Tarnai county, but on the hill slopes in a few places there 
are thin sheets of pebbles and small bowlders overlying the Kan-
san till which, simulate> deposits of the Buchanan gravels. Pro-
fessor Calvin found at different points in Page county aJ layer of 
gravel conformingl to the line of contact between the Kansan till 
and the overlyinglloess.t He has shown that the gravel in these 
8hoots was originally distributed through that part of the Kan-
san drift which has subsequently been removed by erosion. The 
. finer eIay portion of the till was easily carried awa;y by the waters 
• Mosnat: Iowa Geo!. Surv., Vol. IX, p. 556. 
tMc3ee: Eleventh Ann . Rep. U. S. GeoJ. Surv . • p. 529. 
r Calvin : Iowa Geo!. Surv., Vo!. Xl, pp. 442 and 448. 
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which drained the general surface while the pebbles from quite 
a thickn~s of t1he drift, being too heavy tOo be carried along by 
the surface wa.ter, became concentrated in a thin bed by the re-
moval of the finE1r materials. It is by some similar process that 
the thin gravel bed which QverlieS! the Kansan drift along the 
roadside betweoo sections 13 and 14 of Highland township and 
again between sections 19 and 30 of HQward township was formed. 
lOWAN . DRIFT, 
The IQwan drift sneet extends Olver three-fourths Qf the sur-
face Oof Tama county. The areas which it covers have been al-' 
ready described. As a general rule the Iowan ice which moved 
over the PO'rtiQn south of the river and Qver the TOoledO' lQbe was 
sO' thin'and the amount 0'0£ materials which it carried was sO' smaJ~ 
that in many places the erosional features Qf the Kansan till 
were not greatly mQdified. · TO' discriminate between such IQwan 
areas and those 01:1) the less eroded Kansan surface is nQt al~ays 
an easy task. Usually, however, the IQwan ice left large bowl-
ders of gray granite at mOore Oor less frequent intervals on the 
surface Qver which it passed. :Wherever these appear in the 
fields and alOong the CQurses Qf the strea!lI1S there are tQPogn-aphic 
featureSi accQmpanying them which together cQnstitute quite dis-
tinotive criteria. So CQnstant is the presence of occasional bowl-
ders over the ' IQwan area, even where it left but slight traces in 
the topography, that its O'utlines eQuId almQst be mapped from 
the presence O'f; these fresh granite bowlders in the fOlUndatioos 
O'f corn cribs and other buildings Qn the farms over the IQwan 
pla,in. U SlUally Qnly the SlIDaller ones have been removed frQm 
the cultivated fields. 
Adjacent to the larger streams the Iowan surface is well dis-
sected and thO'rougilily drained. The tributaries, however, are 
usually short and they always rise in: broad, ill-dmined marshy 
sloughs with .undefined channels which are utterly unlike the 
sharply angula,r trenches and furrQws that form the source O'f 
the streams 0':1) the unmodified Kansan drift plain. The hills· 01:1) 
these hybrid regions are slightly lower and present more rounded 
outlines than those in the Kansan area. They lack the sharp, 
bold contours and abrupt slopeSi so characteristic of the older 
drift surface. 
--.~,------~~--------~----------~-------
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Fig. 29. Typical marsh in the Iowan drift plain. In such swamps the streams of the area take 
their, rise. 
Over large areas the finer materials of the IowalL drift have 
been entirely removed . . The undisturbed, red-colo·red Kansan till, 
thoroughly oxidized and deeply leached, that appears at the tops. 
of the hills and continues well down the slopes, testifies to. the 
very small amo.unt of ice that has moved over them. Where the. 
Iowan drift is exposed it is of the usual yellowish color, not. more 
oxidized at the top than at the base of the deposit, and unlea.ched 
at the very surface of any of its calcareous constituent,s· .. Sma'!] 
beds of this drift are frequently seen at the foot of the hills o~Ter 
the hybrid areas" but care needs always to be exercised in its di s-
(·.rimination, for in color and calcareouS! contents this material 
resembles the portion of the Kansan drift lying between the tho.r -
oughly oxidized ferretto zo.ne at the top and the unchanged blue 
clay of the deeper ' portions of tlie bed. Erosio.n has frequently 
exposed this yeHow calcareous Kansan till near the base of the 
hills. This older drift, however, carries a larger number of pebbles 
and small bowlders, a large proportion o.f which are fine-grained 
and dark in 00101'. The bowlders OD granite are frequent:ly much 
softened and decayed. At several places over the hybrid ·areas the' 
yellow Iowan till is seen o.verlapping the ferretto zone o.f the Kan-
san, as along the north side o.f section 35 of Howard tow:nship, be:' 
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tween sections 23 and 26 of Crystal and between sections 13 and 
14 of the township of Highland. Over most of the northern por-
tion of the county the Iowan till presents a level uns(lulptur.ed 
surface whj.ch is· typical of this recent drift plain. . Its youthful-
Less is depicted in every feature of this deposit. The agents Olf. 
erosion have sCl!-rcely yet begun their work. The constituents 
of the till are unchanged at the very top. The granite bowlders 
are almost as fresh and somid as when they left their native 
ledges. Every criterion of age attests the recent deposition of 
the Iowan materials. In comparing the age of the Iowan drift 
with that of the Kansan, Professor Calvin sa;ys," "If it should 
be claimed that the Kansan is a, hundred times as old as the 
Iowan, I know · of no facts at present that would disprove the 
claim. If some one should estimate the age of the Kans~n as 
lng. so. Exposure of fossiliferous lo",s iu the clay pit of Mr. Bentley, abeut 18 feet in depth. 
The view shows the tendancy of this material to stand in vertical walls in excavations. A 
slightly lamina ed structure is present n ear the top. 
fifty times as great as that of the Iowan, I should be compelled 
to acknowledge that the estimate is very conservative." All of 
the facts tha.t are presented in rPama county relative to the aige 
• Calvin: America.n Oeolo !;.'i~t. , DU'emher, WU2, p. as. 
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of1 the IQwan and the Kansan till WQuld SUPil:ort the former of 
the comparisQns given above. 
L'tless.-The general relatiQn Qf the loesSi to the Iowan and the 
Kansan driIt "Sheets in 'l'ama county is consistent with its dis-
tribution over the greater yortion of Central Iowa near the mar-
gin of the IQwan drift plain. Loess -forms a mantle at the sur-
face over all of the Kansan area and covers with a thin-Sb.eet the 
most Qf the SlQ1lIthern portiQns of the Iowan drift. Immediately 
adjacent to the Iowan border the deposits are deep. The mate-
rials here are largely composed of sland although the occurrence 
of beds of the finer loess Clay is not infrequent. Over all of the 
other loess cQvered areas the deposit is a very fine-grained, y_el-
low colored silt cQntaining no sand or pebbles and covering alike 
the summits, slopes and vaUeys. At numerous points the beds 
of loesa attain III depth Qf fifteen to twenty-five feet. In many of 
these deeper deposits the shells of air-breathing univalves are 
abundant thrQughol,lt the entire depth. In such beds the loess 
is usually quite calcareous. The segregatiOlJl of the lime in the 
form 0'£ small nodules or concretiQns, loess-kindchen, alQng a 
line six to eight feet belQW the surfa,ce, occurs in a loess exposure 
near Tama in the sQuthern part of section 25 Qf TlamatoWDship. 
These concretions are usually irregular in s1?-ape, twO' Qr three 
inches lQng and about Qne inch in diameter Qf cross section. They 
are generally impure, containing much clay material. 
Even; the deeper deposits of loess seldom present anything re-
sembling lines of stratificatiQn, and when lamination planes are 
present they are such as might readily be fonned in the depQsit 
of wind blown materia,ls. 
All of the features cQnnected with the deposit of loess in Tama 
c(Junty are such as might be developed through the agency ofJ the 
wind. The presence of the fragile yet unbroken shells of land 
mollusks distributed through the entire thickness of the beds 
would indicate tha,t each po'rtion of the deposit had successively 
been a surface and that the shells were slowly buried by the ac-
cumulation C!'f the materials after the animals that inhabited them 
bad died. The fact that the loeSlS mantle does not tend to level 
up the surface but duplicates the inequalities Qf the underlying 
drift would strongly sugg,est that it was laid down by the wind. 
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The absence of usual stratification planes would be at variance 
with what would be expected to result from the soriingl action. of 
water ir the materials were laid down by that agency. 
Deposits of fine-grained, loess-like beds are formingl at the 
present time wherever dust-laden winds have their velocity 
checked and especially where a carpet on grass or other vegetation 
covers the surface in such places so as to retain the dust that falls 
upon it. 
Even the deeper beds adjacent to the Iowan border may pas-
~ibly have been deposited by the same agent. Professor Calvin 
has shown that the materials of the loess of central and southern 
Iowa were probably derived from the finer constituents of the 
Iowan drift. The evidences which point to this souree of, the 
loess are its color: und composition, its geographical relation to 
the Iowu.n border, and its superposition sometimes on the oxidized 
surface of the Kansan till and sometimes on the Iowan." It 
would seem that the conditions during the time the Iowan ice 
prevailed would be exceptionally favorable for strong' northerly 
und westerly winds whose s,weep over the surface of the ice sheet 
would be unobstructed by great inequaJities o£ surface or by the 
presence or forest areas. · Then, too, the finer loose materials 
that were liberated as the general surface of the ice wasted by 
melting would be in prime condition to be gathered up and swept 
along by the winds. Much of these materials would. probably 
be laid down around the margin of the ice, but some of the finer 
portioDs might rea:dily be carried far beyond the border of the 
ice sheet. It would seem probable, too, that immediately adja-
cent to the Iowan border the waters from the melting, ice would 
wash some of the sand and finer portions of, the drift over the ice 
margin. However, the presence of occasional hills of loess, rich 
in fossils and the general absence of stratification planes in the 
deposits o~ sand alongl the moraine would indica,te that even in 
the deposition ofi these materials the wind may have had a share. 
Post-glacial Deposits.-Deposits of the Pleistocen.e later than 
those of the glacial series are found at numerous points over the 
county. An accumulation of peat occurs near the southeast cor-
ner of section 24 ofi Toledo township. This bog was formed by 
• Calvin : Iowa Goo!. Surv. , V'll. VII. p . 89. 
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th~ .depQSits at , th.e In/l.rgin of tb.e 'Doledo lobe of Iowan drift. It 
originally ~Q~ered an area several square rods in extent. A thin 
titratum, of p:eaty sU!bstanc~ can be traced for some distance in 
the 'OO,.nk of a stream tha.t has since drained this old marsh. It 
is covered' by a few inohes of soil that has washed down from the ' 
bordering: hills. The pea,t bed is not of sufficient thickness to be 
of commercial value, but it is! of interest as recording: here a con-
dition of things that has since passed away. It is said that 
when some w.eeds were being burned from this field in the autumn 
some years ago, the peat caught fire and continued to burn for 
~eve:ral weeks. 
The . channels of all of t.I1e larger streams of the county are 
bordered by a wide belt of alluvium. Excavations in the flood 
plain of, the Iowa river show about four feet of dark colored, fin~­
grained S!Oil at the top, below which is a bed, twenty to thirty-
three feet in thiokness, which is composed of yellow clay, sand 
and gravel. This bed overlies the bow IdeI' clay of the Kansan 
drift. 
~[,hese deposits record a long interval after the Kansan drift 
was laid down in which the land stood higher than at present. 
During this period a wide valley was carved into the Kansan drift 
at least thirty feet deeper than the bed of the present river. The 
age of the sand and gravel deposit is not defini tely known. It 
s8ems probable that the cutting was acoomplished previaus to the 
] <)wan ioo invasion, and that the subsidence which is thought to 
have attended the Iowan stage of glaciation resulted in the par- ' 
,hal filling of the old pre-Iowan valley. 
The same history is recorded in the valleys of all of the larger 
creekS! of the county. These all floW' in wide channels which are 
covered with deep deposits of alluvium. The broad bottom of 
the I owa river in Tailla county has an extent of almost one hun- ' 
dred square miles ; while the flood plains of the creeks of the 
area· would aggregate nearly as much more. These give to the 
county a large proportion of rich alluvial land. 
I 
UNCONFORMITIES. 
Unconformities . . 
,After the sediments which constitute the rooks of the Kinder-. 
hook stage were laid down, an upward movement of the earth's 
.crust earried this portion of the state above the sea. During all of 
the remainder 0:1) the Lower Carboniferous epoch this was a land 
surfa.ee, suibjected to erosion. The Upper Carboniferous epoch 
was initiated by a downward oscillation of the crust that prer-. 
mitted the sandstone 0:1) the Des Moines stage to be deposited un-
conformlably over' the eroded surface of the Kinderhook strata. 
The elevation which brought to a close the deposit of the Des 
Moines sandstones was' followed by an exceedingly long interval 
during which the a,rea that 'now comprises T'ama county was a 
land surface. It was probably toward the latter part of this in-
t('rval that the deep preglacial valleys above described were 
carved into the strata of the Carboniferous system. The earliest 
ice sheet spread its mantle of drift unconformably over this pre-
glacial surface and the materials of each successive ice sheet were 
left unconformably over the eroded surface of the preooding. 
Preglacial Surface. 
From a study Qf the well sections apd the rQck exposures of the 
area, it will be seen that the SlUrface of the indurated rocks, be-
fore it was covered by the mantle Qf till, presented greater ine-
qualities than oCQUr over the area at the present time. The table 
Qf elevations shows ·that the maximum known difference in alti-
tude between even the most remote points within the county is 
only 267 feet; while the difference in elevation between adjacent 
points, as valleys and uplands, scarcely ever exceeds eighty or 
ninety feet. The record of a well on the farm of W. B. Mitchell 
in Otter Creek township shows that the indurated rocks at tha,t 
PQint are buried beneath 370 feet of superficial materials, while 
less than fifteen miles to the westward the induratedrQck ledges 
outcrop in the bluffs to the top of the hills. The preglacial relief 
at points not more than a, dozen miles apart was 100 feet 'greater 
than the present maximum difference in altitude ' 'of Points sepC: 
arated by the entire length of the county. 
There is evidence that the' bed of the old .riveT' valley which 
passes beneath the town 0:1) Vining aild on 'to Belle Plaine is at 
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least :fifty feet deeper where it leaves the county than at the point 
in Otter Creek township where it was reached by the Mitchell 
wen: 
There is no doubt that the preglacial surface of Tama. county 
was carved by the agents o:ll erosion into deep wide valleys' which 
were bordered by precipitous bluffs three to four hundred feet 
in height. This ancient topography must have presented features 
which resembled in many respects those of the driftless area at 
the present .time. The leveling mantle of drift that was left 
by the: successive ice sheets filled up these deep gorges and ra-
vines so that the tops of the an~ent hills are now but rarely seen. 
Soils. 
The soils of this favored area will always constitute the great-
est source of wealth to the people o:li Tama county. The type of 
soil that occurs over the Iowan drift plain is the most distinc-
tive and probably the most fertile of any in the county. It is 
deep and black, rich in carbonaceous material and contains an 
abundance o:li mineral matter in suoh compounds as can readily 
be utilized by growing: plants. The surface over this area is 
fairly well drained, yet the slopes are not so steep that the soil 
pecomes rapidly impoverished by the washing effect~ of h en 
rain storms. There is no waste land on the farms, every square 
foot of which can be put under the plow. Over Tama county the 
Iowan ice did not leave so many bowldel"s as it did over some 
other portions of' the Iowan plain, hence the farmers here enjoy 
all of the advantages of the Iowan drift soil without the disad-
vantages that are present over the more thickly bowlder strewn 
areas. The handsome, well kept homes and the large commodious 
barns which characterize the fa,rms over the Iowan plain ' attest 
the great productivenesSi o:li this recent soil. 
Another type of soil iSi found over the loess covered Kansan 
drift portion of the county. The Kansan surface in Tama county 
is thoroughly drained. The soil is loose and porous, easily tilled 
and never becomes water clogged. . Where the land is not too 
rolling this soil is dark-colored, rich in organio matter and fairly 
productive. On the steeper slopes and over the more or less 
sandY .,ridges which border the I~wan plain the more desirable 
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constituents of the soil are constantly removed by erosion so that 
. the materials that contribute to the food of plants are not allowed 
to accumulate at · the surface. When the earliest settlers came 
to Iowa they found this area covered with heavy timber. A few 
of .the primeval trees may still be seen, surviving remnants of 
the splendid forests which at one time :mantled these hills and 
valleys. The presence of a forest · over the steeper. slopes 
prevented the wasting of the soil through rapid erosion and pre-
served as the fel"tile leaf-mould the products of plant decay that 
were formed upon the surface. IWith the destruction of the for-
ests, however, the chief conservator of soil fertility over these 
slopes disappeared. When subjected to constant cultivation they 
yield but meagre returns for the labor and expense involved in 
the production of the crop. The original forests should never 
have been removed from these a~eas, but where this has been 
done if the surface is allowed to become grass covered and the 
land devoted to piUl"poses of, pasturage the strength of the soil 
can be retained and the owner of the land will be assured of a 
fair remuneration for all the labor which he expends: upon it. 
A third type of soil occurs over the flood plarinS of the princi-
pal streams of the county. This alluvium is usually underlain 
by a bed of sand and gravel which gives it thorough underdrain-
Il,ge. It is deep and rich and mellow, containing the creaIl)i of the 
soil removed from the hills bordering the channel and from the 
slopes which are dTained by the tributa1ry streams. Where 110t 
too low so as to' be in danger of inundation, and where there is 
not too large a proportion of sand present, this alluviumJ is a 
very productive soil ranking second to none in ease of cultivation 
and general fertility. 
ECONOMIC PRODUCTS . 
. T'ama county is pre-eminently: an agricultural district. The 
products, like the quality of her soils, are rich and varied. An 
a bundant yield of com and oats and gra~s never fails to reward 
richly the intelligent tiller of the land. The agricultural possi-
bilities of Tama county are not yet reached and it is in that di-
l'Mtion that the people of this fertile area must largely look ror 
the basis of their prosperity andi P,Togress. . . 
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Building Stone. 
The total value of the Qiutput Qif building s.tone in Tama county 
for ·the year 1901 was $325. * The stone s.uitahle for building Pur-
110ses comes from the Kinderhook stage of the 'Mississippian 
series. As described . above, it is limited to a small area in the 
middle western portiQin of the cQiunty. Of these rocks the beds 
that have been used embrace the oolitic limestone and the are-
naceo-magnesian beds which immedia,tely overlie them. The 
oolite is a weak stone crumbling rapidly when exposed to the air. 
When polished it pr~sents a pleasing appeamnce and if used in 
pla{les where it will be protecled from the weather it proves a 
very satisf!,\ctory stone. These o'olite layers were especially de-
sired for the making of lime in the days when each locality -.yas 
dependent upon its own resources for building materials.. There 
is but little of this stone used at the present for any purpose. 
vYhen the importance of good roads is better appreciated and 
perrn.alllent ro;:td. beds CQime to be built Olver the area, this oolitic 
limestone will be a valuable deposit, easily accessible and pro-
ducing good results when: used for road making. 
Samples of the-oolite from Montour were tested by Mr. Logan 
Waller Page of the ~oad Material Laboratory oonnectedwith 
the U. S. Department of Agriculture. The results of the test 
are given below : 
Specific gravity.. . ... .... .. .... . . . ........... .. .. . ... 2.61 
Weight in pounds of a cubic foot ... .. . .. ..... .. ...... 163.12 
Pounds of water absorbed by a cubic foot. ....... ... .. 1.65 
'Departments coefficient of wear ............... . ....... 60".4 
French coefficient of wear.... . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 5 .9 
fercentage of wear. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . 7 9 
Cementing value ........ . ........ ... ... .. . .. . ..... .. . 12il. 
Recementing value .•.... .. ............. . ... .. . .. . ... 43. 
With ~egard to the use of this material in the building of roads 
Mr. Page says, "AlthQiugh this rock has a low coefficient of 
wear, its cementing value is so high that excellent results-should 
be expected on light traffic roads. ' , 
. The magnesian layers of the bed overlying the oolite fllrnish 
a desirable quality of stone fQir rough foundation purposes . . The 
material becomes harder after it has been taken frQim the ledge, 
.. Beyer: Iowa Geol. Surv. , Vol. XU, p. 52. 
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the layers are of such thickness as to make them easily worked 
and the supply is almost inexhaustible over the very limited 
area in which it occurs. 
The demand is local, as the quarries alt LeGrand are more ac-
eessible 1.0 the railroad, making the facilities for shipping stone 
much bet,ter there than at any point within Tama county. Prac-
tically all of the stone produced in the county (lomes from these 
arenaoeo-magnesian layers overlying the oolite. Its value for 
use as road material may be judged from the results of tests made 
upon stone from these layers at the Butlerville quarry. 
The report of Mr. Page upon this s't.one is as follows: 
Specific gravity. . .. . . ................ . ... . ... . . ... .. 2.59 
Weight in pounds of a cubic foot. .. ...... . .. .. . . .... 162 .19 
Pounds of water absorbed by a cubic foot. .... .... .. .. 3.21 
Department 's coefficient of wear . ...... .... ..... ..... , O. 
French coefficient of wear . ........ . .. , .... : . .. ..... , . 1.8 
Percen tage of wear .............. . .... , . ... .... .... . '. .. 22 .5 
Cementing value . .... .. . . . .. . . . ... ........ . .... . .... 22. 
Recementing value ........ . , .... . ............ . .. . .... 34. 
Relative to the above Mr. Page remarks: "This rock has too 
low a resistanoe to wear to warrant its, use in macadamizing a 
road; but it has the peculiar property o£ recementing with in-
. creased strength and. ought to make a good surfacing materiaL" 
While inTama county there are no deposits of, gravel, which 
probably furnish the most desirable product for road making, 
yet there are materials suitable for that purpose in abundant 
quantities and close at hand. The oolite bed and the hard lime-
stone layel's which immediately overlie the aranaceo'-magnesian 
bed in Tama county, and whi(lh are developed in .greater thick-
ness at exposures just a,cross the border in Marshall, would, when 
crushed, make a good macadam. For surfacing materia,l the 
beds that o,verlie the oolite would furnish a superior product in 
quantities almost unlimited. 
Lime. 
A number of years ago lime was burned on quite a large scale 
<vt Butlerville and at Montour. The beds of oolite were especially 
desired fur that purpose. Tlhis limestone yields, as good a quality 
of lime as can be made from the pure calcium carbonate and the 
materials' for such a product ocoor at the above points in great 
17 G R ep 
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abundance. However, the lime made from dolomite is, superior 
in value to the best that can be produced from the lime carbonate 
in that it does not yield so readily to the aotioili 0:lJ the atmos-
phere. It can be kept longer without injury and it sets into 
a harder and more durable plaster or morta,r. . Tille magnesian 
layers, as a general rule, contain too large a proportion of sand 
to produce the best results in lime making. 
Sand. 
Sand suitable for building purPoses' occurs at a number of 
places in T~ma county. Large quantities are annually, taken 
from the. sand flats along! the bed o:lJ the Iowa river. The sand 
hills of the Iowan moraine furnish unlimited quantities in the 
central portion' of the county. Some of the more incoherent la'y-
ers of the Kinderhook sandstone would furnish serviceable ma-
terial for plaster if abundant deposits easier of access were not 
available. 
Clay. 
According to the sta,tistics' compiled by Professor Beyer on the 
Mineral Products ofi Iowa, the value of the clay products manu-
fa,ctured in Tama county for the year 1901 .aggregated$63,500. * . 
Brick and tile are the only clay pToducts at present made within 
the a,rea,. The raw material is furnished mostly by the depoSiits 
of loess and alluvium. Factories are supported at various1 points 
oven the oounty. 
Toledo.-A brick and tile fa,cOOry owned and operated by JQhn 
Wild and son is located just west or town near the Clhicago 
and Northwestern depot. The plant includes two drying sheds, 
48x150 feet and 2Ox150 feet respectively, with drying space of 
12,600 square feet. It is equipped with a thirty horse power Erie 
engine, a J. D. Fate brick machine, with a capacity or 25,000 
brick per day, and a tile machine of the same make with a daily 
capacity of 10,000 three-inch tile. Various sizes of tile are manu-
factured, ranging from 3 to 8 inches n diameter. There are 
two up"-draft kilns with a capacity ofi 180,000 brick, and one down-
draft with a capacity o:lJ about 55,000. The plant is in operation 
• Beyer: Iowa· GeoL Surv: . Vol. XII. p . 49. 
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Hoout nine months of the 'year, during'! the greater part of which 
time ten men are employed. The most of the brick and tile are 
sold to farmers and builders Within a radius of eight or ten miles. 
'rhe total value of the output of brick ~r year is about $7,000, 
while the value of the tile production is about one-fourth of that 
amQunt. ' The clay used at this plaoo is a looS'S alluvium about 
eight feet in depth which occurs along the valley of Deer creek. 
Tama.-About one mile east of Tarna, in the southwest quarter 
of section 25 of Tama township, there is a brickyard owned and 
operated by. C. B. Bentley and son. This factory is equipped 
with a forty horse power engine and a BreW'er tile and brick ma-
chine with a capacity of 25,000 to 30,000 brick per day. There 
are two up-draft kilns, a drying shed8OxlOO feet and a :machine 
building 40x60 feet. This plant is in operation about six months 
of the year. The value of the brick output for the year iSi $6,OQO 
Fig. 31. Typical view of the level Iowan plain ill the northern part of Tama county. , 
to $7,000. The material is mostly sold in Tama and the surround-
ing district within a radius of a few miles. The clay pit is in a 
bed of fossiliferous loess about twenty feet in depth whicn 00-
curs on the north bank of the Iowa river. 
Gladbrook.-Two large plants for the manufacture oii clay pro-
ducts are operated at Gladbrook. The works of the Gladbrook 
Pressed Brick and Tile Company are located about one mile wes,t 
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.of town on the Chicago and Great Western Railroad. The fac-
tory includes a press' r.oom 30x40 feet, clay shed 80x120 feet, one 
drying room 24x84 feet, two S't.orie's provided with steam heat 
(and furnishing 20,160 square feet .of! tile space), another 20x80 
feet with .out steam, with drying space .of 12,800 squa.re feet, an en-
gine ' reom 40x50 feet and a tile reom 20x24 feet in size. There 
' are twe Eudaly kilns' 14x56 feet, each .of which has a capacity .of 
100,000 brick, and two reund kilns 26 feet in diameter with a 
brick capacity .of 65,000. The plant is equipped with tw.o slide 
valve engines, fm·ty-five and fifteen horse-p.ower res;p'ectively, and a 
fifty herse-p.ower tubular boiler, an Andrus dry press, a rev.olving 
. disintegrat.or, and a Brewer's tile machine. 'fhe daily brick ca~ 
pacity is 18,000 and that .of tile three inches in diameter is 8.000 
to 10,000. Different sizes .0'£ tile -are made running all the way 
f lOm three to twelve inches in diameter. The works empley 
about seventeen men and are in operation ten menths of the year. 
The waJ'e burns to a deep cherry red color and is .of superior 
quality. The value of the annual .output .of briok is ,$9,750 and 
of tile is $7,000. The preducts are mostly shipped to various 
pv.i.nts in Iewa. 
'rhe yaJ'd .of Gelham ' Brethers Brick Company is about three~ 
feurths 6f a. mile west .of Gladbrc.ok, along the tracks .0'£ the Chi-
cago and Great 'Vestern Railroad. ' This plant embraces- a press 
and engine l'ocm, clay shed and brick and kiln shed; an eighty ' 
hcrs~ power Stanwccd, Houslen and Gamble engine and b.oiler .. 
a B.oyd dry press and an Albrecht disintegrator. Their daily , 
capacity .of bri0k is aboot 18,000. Sixteen men are ' empiLoyed 
dllring about ten m.onthSi .of the year. ~he value of. the annual 
product is about $18,750. The principal market for the brick is 
found at heme and in neighboring tcwns at n.o great distance 
away. 
TraeL- The plant .of the Traer Brick and Tile Company is 
i!ituated a shori distance n.orth .of the depot ()IIl the Chicago and 
Northwestern Railroad. It is .owned and operated by Messrs. 
Budl.ongand Gates. The buildings consist .of an engine room 
and twO' large drying, sheds-, which latter have a capacity .of 200,-
OUO brick at .one time. N (} artificial heat is' used in drying the 
wares. The equipment of the factory includes .one fifty horse 
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power Atlas engine and a J. D. Fate stiff mud machine which. 
by changing dies' and table is used f~ either brick or tile. There 
are two round down draft kilns with a separate capacity of 60,-
000 brick. The standard sizes o:ll tile, three, fool', six, eight and 
ten inches in diameter, are produced. The plant employs about It 
dozen men during nine months of the yead'. The total value oil the· 
yearly output of tile is $3,000 and of brick $7,000. Their market 
is chiefly in and about Traer. 
Water Supply. 
The Iowa river furnishes an abundant supply of water to the" 
area through which it flows. The larger creeks all head in ttte 
marshy sloughs of the Iowan drift plane. These springs dole out: 
to the ~urface streams a supply of water, clear and constant, 
which continues to flow throughout the year. Abundant wa,ter 
is furnished by shallow wells from the porous beds of the Pleis-
tocene in almost every part of the county. Flowing wells are' 
obtained by penetrating the gravel bed of Aftonian age which. 
underlies the Kansan drift along a deep preglacial valley in the 
southern portion of the a!rea. Sometimes the water supply seems' 
iv co~e fJ'')m the indurated rocks adjacent to this bed of gravels. 
It· seems likely, however, that even in such places ' this porous 
deposit is the real source of the accumulation of the water whi.el~ 
probably fell upon the surface some miles to the northward. 
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